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Abstract
The two-dimensional superconductors based on the organic molecule “ET” have been an active area of
research since their discovery over two decades ago. The member of this family with the highest critical
temperature, κ-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Br (Tc=11.7 K), has seen renewed interest since the observation of an
anomalous Nernst signal by Nam et al in 2007 [51]. A similar effect was seen earlier by Ong’s group in some
of the high-temperature cuprate superconductors [78, 84]. This is interpreted to be evidence of a picture
of superconductivity in which the resistive transition is driven by thermal fluctuations in the phase of the
superconducting order parameter. Below Tc, these fluctuations take the form of bound vortex-antivortex
pairs that have no long-range effect on the phase. At Tc, they undergo a Kosterlitz-Thouless unbinding
transition; the unbound vortices destroy long-range phase coherence.
Previously reported proton NMR measurements on this material have shown a high sensitivity to vortex
motion, but reported no interesting behavior above the phase transition [15,25,42]. In this thesis, we revisit
the 1H NMR properties of κ-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Br, paying specific attention to the spin-lattice relaxation, to
look for some fingerprint of the phenomenon observed by Nam et al.
ii
“The most merciful thing in the world, I think, is the inability of the human mind to correlate all its
contents. We live on a placid island of ignorance in the midst of black seas of infinity, and it was not
meant that we should voyage far. The sciences, each straining in its own direction, have hitherto harmed us
little; but some day the piecing together of dissociated knowledge will open up such terrifying vistas of
reality, and of our frightful position therein, that we shall either go mad from the revelation or flee from the
light into the peace and safety of a new dark age.”
-H.P. Lovecraft
iii
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Chapter 1
A Quick Introduction to Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance
For the last 70 years, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) has been a scientific Swiss Army knife- an infinitely
adaptable tool crucial to discoveries in physics, chemistry, biology, and medicine. Despite the broad applica-
bility, the entire pantheon of pulsed NMR methods is built on experiments with the same three (deceptively
simple!) steps:
1. Allow the sample to reach equilibrium in a magnetic field H0, so that the nuclear spins are preferentially
oriented along the field.
2. Manipulate the spins away from equilibrium by applying one or more radiofrequency (RF) pulses at
(or near) the Larmor frequency ωL = γH0, where γ is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio.
3. Measure the fluctuating magnetic field created by the spins as they precess about the static field.
The equilibrium nuclear magnetization, given by Boltzmann statistics, is small- in most cases, about
one part in 105. Consequently, the multitude of magnetic resonance techniques are usually designed either
to increase signal-to-noise, to simplify the spectra by coherently averaging out some of the interactions, or
both. The following is a quick introduction to the basic methods of NMR and a discussion of how they are
applied.
1.1 What NMR can measure
1.1.1 Spectroscopy
Since the resonance frequency of a nucleus is proportional to the local magnetic field, NMR spectra are
sensitive to anything that shifts that field. Electrons are charged particles with spin, so they can change
the field either by creating a current (chemical shift) or directly via the hyperfine interaction (Knight shift).
Other nuclei with spins of their own create a shift (dipole coupling). The field may also be shifted by
applying a spatially inhomogeneous magnetic field, allowing frequencies to be mapped onto positions for
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magnetic resonance imaging or fluid flow measurements. Finally, nuclei with spins greater than 1/2 have an
electric quadrupole moment, allowing them to interact with electric field gradients.
• Chemical shift is what most undergraduate chemistry students use NMR for in their organic chem-
istry lab. The static magnetic field H0 breaks the degeneracy of orbitals in different Lz eigenstates;
as the electrons shift to the lower energy orbitals, they create a small magnetic field. This shift will
be different for different chemical environments- a hydrogen atom in an OH group will see a different
shift from a hydrogen atom in a CH3 group, for example. Chemical shifts form the basis for the use
of NMR as a tool for chemical structure determination.
• The Knight shift is seen in metals, where electrons are free to spin-polarize. The amount of shift is
proportional to both the electron static spin susceptibility χ and the electron density near the nucleus.
This makes the Knight shift useful, for example, for differentiating between singlet and triplet pairing
in a superconductor.
• The dipole coupling is strongly dependent on the distance and orientation between the spins. In
liquids, the intermolecular dipole coupling is averaged out by the motion of the liquid.1 The intramolec-
ular dipole coupling, however, splits the lines into multiplets- it can be combined with chemical shifts
in techniques like NOESY2 to find the structure of proteins or other complex macromolecules. In
solids, there are small dipole couplings even between distant spins, leading to much broader spectral
lines than are seen in liquids.
• The quadrupole coupling shifts the different transitions for I>1/2 (5/2→3/2, 3/2→1/2, etc) into a
series of satellites. The shift depends on the magnitude and anisotropy of the electric field gradient.
1.1.2 Spin-Lattice Relaxation
Any interaction that helps return the spin ensemble to equilibrium must necessarily have off-diagonal ele-
ments in the Zeeman eigenbasis. The spin-lattice relaxation time T1, then, probes nonsecular terms of the
Hamiltonian (e.g. terms that do not commute with the static-field Zeeman term). One of the most impor-
tant early results in NMR [7] concerns T1 processes: the spins are flipped most effectively by fluctuations at
the Larmor frequency. This makes T1 a measure of the spectral density of fluctuations at ωL. For standard
1The term motional narrowing comes from this phenomenon, but shows up elsewhere in physics and applied math. If
the Hamiltonian has random fluctuations with correlation times much shorter than the timescale of the experiment, then each
data point contains the cumulative effect of many uncorrelated motions. The shorter the correlation time, the more steps are
averaged over, and the closer the mean should be to the expectation value- replacing a broad spectrum of energy level splittings
with their average. Motional narrowing is, in effect, a physical manifestation of the law of large numbers.
2Nuclear Overhauser Effect Spectroscopy
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high-field NMR, this corresponds to tens to hundreds of megahertz. For lower-field applications like earth’s
field NMR, this could be on the scale of kilohertz.
Since NMR measurements rely on the spin ensemble starting at equilibrium, T1 sets a practical upper
bound on how quickly experiments can be repeated (and subsequently, a lower bound on the time required to
obtain a given signal-to-noise ratio). There is a huge variation in relaxation times between different samples-
a quadrupole-relaxed nucleus might have a T1 as fast as a millisecond; solid
3He could have a T1 of hours or
longer.
One specific case is worth noting: in metals, T1 is often dominated by the hyperfine interaction. This
yields a relationship known as the Korringa Law [67]:
T1TK
2
s =
h¯
4pikBT
γ2e
γ2n
[
χse
χ20
ρ0(EF )
ρ(EF )
]2
where Ks is the Knight shift and T is the temperature. In some materials, this law is remarkably robust-
in aluminum, for example, it holds from 1 K to 930 K! [69]
1.2 How a pulse sequence can extract information
The spin Hamiltonian can be written as a sum over scalar contractions of rank 1 and 2 spherical tensors:
H =
N∑
i=1
 1∑
k=−1
aikT
i
1k +
N∑
j=1
2∑
l=−2
bijl T
ij
2l

where the i and j sums are over nuclear spins, and the k and l sums are the rank 1 and 2 tensor
components, respectively. In high field NMR, the spectrum is given by the so-called “secular” T10 and T20
terms. In terms of Cartesian spinors, the secular rank 1 term is:
ai0T
i
10 = γih¯ (1 + σi +Ksi) Izi,
where σi is the chemical shift and Ksi is the Knight shift at spin i. The rank 2 term, for i 6= j, contains
the dipole coupling:
bij0 T
ij
20 =
(µ0
4pi
) γiγj h¯2
r3ij
(
1− 3 cos2(θij)
) [
3IziIzj − ~Ii · ~Ij
]
,
where rij is the distance between spins i and j, and θij is the angle between the vector containing those
spins and H0. The b
ii
0 terms are the quadrupole coupling, and are only nonzero when I > 1/2. While the
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relative sizes of these terms vary wildly between samples, the goal of any NMR experiment is to look at the
distribution or motion of the coupling constants in one or more of these terms.
Frequently, a careful choice of pulse sequence is required to do this; the right train of pulses can exploit
symmetries in the Hamiltonian to greatly simplify the data or to probe its time dependence. Since the
Hamiltonian governing the interaction of spins with a magnetic field is built from the generators of SO(3),
the action of our RF pulses on the spin density matrix will always take the form of a rotation.
The simplest multipulse sequence is called the spin echo [22], and is important enough to include here.
1.2.1 The Spin Echo
Consider a simple case: noninteracting spin-1/2 nuclei in a large magnetic field in the z direction. We can
ignore all but the secular rank-1 component of the Hamiltonian,
H =
∑
i
h¯ΩiIzi,
where Ωi represents the Larmor frequency for spin i. The equilibrium density matrix is given by the
canonical ensemble,
ρeq =
1
Z
e−βH ,
for partition function Z and inverse temperature β. Now we do a simple experiment in which we apply
two pulses to the spins, with a space between them:
1. Start with an ensemble of spins at equilibrium
2. Rotate them by pi/2 away from the magnetic field with an RF pulse
3. Wait for some time τ  T1
4. Rotate the spins again, this time by pi
5. Measure the resulting induction signal
We define R(θ) to be the rotation matrix of a pulse of width tp, such that γH1tp = θ (where H1 is the
amplitude of the RF field). After the first pulse, then, the density matrix looks like
ρ(0+) = R(pi/2)ρeqR
†(pi/2).
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Then we let it evolve for τ under the propagator U(τ) = exp(−iHτ/h¯):
ρ(τ−) = U(τ)R(pi/2)ρeq(h.c.)
where the Hermitian conjugates are abbreviated for brevity. During this evolution, the spins will be
precessing about the magnetic field; we would see a signal if we looked. The signal will decay as the spins
dephase from each other- the spins with larger Ω values will outpace those with smaller Ω values. After
waiting for τ , we apply the second pulse and measure the induction as the system evolves:
ρ(t) = U(t)R(pi)U(τ)R(pi/2)ρeq(h.c.)
We can simplify this substantially if we make use of two details:
1. As rotations are unitary, we can insert the identity I between the first pulse and evolution, and write
that identity as I = R†(pi)R(pi)
2. Our Zeeman Hamiltonian is antisymmetric under pi rotations; R(pi)U(τ)R†(pi) = U(−τ)
We can rewrite the density matrix, then:
ρ(t) = U(t)R(pi)U(τ)R†(pi)R(pi)R(pi/2)ρeq(h.c.)
= U(t)
[
R(pi)U(τ)R†(pi)
]
[R(pi)R(pi/2)] ρeq(h.c.)
= U(t)U(−τ)R(−pi/2)ρeq(h.c.)
= U(t− τ)R(−pi/2)ρeq(h.c.)
The effect of the pi pulse, then, is exactly the same as if we were to let the system evolve backwards in
time for τ before letting it evolve forward! Our data will show the signal pop up out of nowhere around
t = τ and then dephase again- this is called an “echo”. There are three main reasons why the spin echo is
useful:
1. The spin echo allows us to put a delay between the pulses and the acquisition. This gives us time to
gate off sensitive amplifiers and recording equipment until any ringdowns from the pulse have decayed.
2. If there are any fluctuations in the system (e.g. the Ωi are time-dependent), then each spin might
be precessing at a different frequency before and after the pi pulse, and the signal will not completely
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rephase at t = τ . If we were to repeat the experiment at different delay times, we would see a
steep dropoff in signal when τ exceeds the memory of the fluctuations- so we can use spin echoes to
infer correlation times, usually at the microsecond to millisecond scales. This will be discussed in
excruciating detail later in this thesis.
3. Alternatively, consider our initial situation with dipole coupling added in- as the dipole Hamiltonian is
bilinear in spin operators, it is symmetric under pi rotations instead of antisymmetric like the Zeeman
term. So while the effect of the Zeeman coupling is completely removed at t = τ , the dipole evolution
continues unaffected. If we repeat the experiment for many values of τ , we can completely trace out the
effect of the dipole coupling- allowing us to collect a simplified spectrum with half of the Hamiltonian
“turned off”!
The method used above to interpret the spin echo, in which the pulse rotations were applied to the
propagators to create an “average Hamiltonian”, can be extended to create far more complex sequences.
For example, the dipole coupling can be removed, [80] or unobservable multiple-quantum coherences can
be probed. [3] Especially when studying solids, where the NMR spectra are broad, a clever choice of pulse
sequence is often necessary to obtain meaningful data.
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Chapter 2
Apparatus
2.1 The NMR spectrometer
The first NMR experiments were conceptually identical to conventional optical spectroscopy- the sample
was irradiated at different frequencies and its absorption measured. These “continuous-wave” experiments
were quite tedious, as the shape of the spectrum had to be determined one frequency at a time.
We greatly increase our efficiency by chopping the wave into a pulse. This causes it to include a range
of frequencies, in the same way that ultrafast laser pulses become white. Immediately after we excite the
entire spectrum, we measure a signal induced in our coil from the precession of the nuclear spins; this
“free induction decay” (colloquially abbreviated “FID”) quickly disappears as spins at different parts of the
spectrum dephase (for most experiments in this lab, this takes 10−5-10−3 s). The width of the distribution
of frequencies making up the RF pulse is inversely proportional to the pulse length; we need to make sure
that the pulse length tp meets the condition tp  1/(linewidth) to ensure that the entire spectrum is being
excited. Since our signal will be maximized when γH1tp = pi/2, (where H1 is the amplitude of the in-phase
component of the oscillating field), we have a restriction on the size of the AC field in the probe:
2γH1
pi
 linewidth.
The longest 90◦ pulse length used in our measurements was 1.5 µs, giving 2γH1/pi = 670 kHz, over an
order of magnitude larger than the biggest linewidth observed. This corresponds to a rotating field of about
40 Gauss. We can increase the size of the AC field by sending larger voltage pulses to the probe (I have
used pulses between 60 and 280 Vpp) or by increasing the quality factor of the tank circuit in the probe
(most of our resonators have a Q between 50 and 100). This lets us use pulses with widths of one to several
microseconds; chemists working with narrower lines might use pulse widths of tens of microseconds. By
shifting the relative phase of the pulses, we can rotate spin polarizations to arbitrary positions on the Bloch
sphere.
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We use the same coil as an antenna both for transmitting the RF pulses and detecting the NMR signal.
Since the pulses are quite large (~10
2 Vpp) and the signal is quite small (~10
−6 Vpp), the spectrometer must
be able to separate the signal from any residual ringdowns (usually from the coil) or saturations (usually
from the preamps) due to the pulse. We will accomplish this with a combination of active electronics, passive
electronics, and pulse sequence phase cycling.
Once the signal is separated and amplified, it must be digitized. Most of our experiments are in low signal-
to-noise environments, so we rely on digital signal averaging to make reliable measurements. Signals centered
on Larmor frequencies of tens or hundreds of megahertz are too fast to digitize directly; we heterodyne them
to a low frequency so that they can be recorded by a DAC.
Our spectrometer, then, must meet the following criteria:
• It must be able to synthesize sequences of pulses centered at the Larmor frequency, shift their phases,
and amplify them enough that they excite the entire NMR line.
• It must be able to separate the NMR signal from any ringdowns or saturations from the RF pulses.
• It must be able to amplify the signal, mix it down to a lower frequency, and digitize it.
Figure 2.1: Block diagram of our homebuilt pulse sequence generator.
Figure 2.1 shows the basic layout of our pulse sequence generator. Both the transmitter and the receiver
are controlled by PCI cards, using a LabView program written by Tak-Kei Lui. We use a KALMUS power
amplifier to generate our RF pulses, and one or more RF preamps to amplify the NMR signal before it goes
to the receiver. The duplexer uses a passive circuit to separate the high voltage pulses from the low voltage
signal.
2.1.1 The Transmitter
The transmitter (Figure 2.2, left) creates pulses by gating and ungating a continuous wave signal provided
by the master clock. The clock signal passes through a 4-way phase shifter, which continually outputs the
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Figure 2.2: Block diagram of the transmitter (left) and receiver (right).
clock signal shifted by 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees. Each output is run into a TTL switch controlled by a
SpinCore PulseBlasterDDS PCI card. The gated shifter outputs are combined (the LabView software only
lets one phase through at a time) and sent to the Kalmus for amplification.
The SpinCore board also takes care of ungating the Kalmus during pulsing and the low-frequency amps
during aquisition, and tells the DAC when to acquire.
2.1.2 The Receiver
The NMR receiver (Figure 2.2, right) is essentially a phase-sensitive AM radio. The free induction decay is
comprised of Fourier components at frequencies far too fast to digitize directly (usually tens to hundreds of
megahertz; our DAC records at 2.5 MHz), so we multiply the signal by the master clock signal. This gives
outputs signals centered at sum and difference frequencies (e.g. near zero and twice the Larmor frequency,
respectively). We pass this signal through a low-frequency amplifier and digitize it with a 14-bit National
Instruments DAC PCI card. The receiver is made phase-sensitive by splitting the NMR signal, and repeating
the above mixing process with the master clock signal shifted by pi/2. The in-phase and out-of-phase signals
are digitized and stored separately.
The filtering system has evolved by trial-and-error over the spectrometer’s life. A TTL switch at the
front of the receiver protects the low-frequency amps from the pulses, allowing shorter deadtimes (note that
the TTL switch takes about 4 µs to open or close, adding an additional constraint to the pulse sequence).
The lowpass filter cuts down on the amount of low-frequency noise (e.g. stray 60 Hz signals) leaking through
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the mixer. The original design had a pair of lowpass filters between the mixer and the amplifiers, but these
were removed them when tests showed that they did not improve the spectrometer’s signal-to-noise.
2.1.3 The Duplexer and Probe
Figure 2.3: Block diagram of the duplexer and probe.
As mentioned above, we use some passive electronics to help isolate the transmitter from the receiver;
this is made possible by two sets of crossed-diode pairs (Figure 2.3). The large exciting pulses arrive at
the duplexer from the Kalmus with an amplitude on the order of 100 Vpp. As this is much larger than the
threshold voltage of the diodes, it effectively ignores them. A λ/4-length transmission line with a ground
at the end appears as an open circuit, so the pulse is funnelled entirely into the probe. The (much smaller)
NMR signal sees both crossed diodes as open circuits; it travels from the probe to the amplifiers unmolested.
Note that the segment of the pulse below the diode threshold will leak through (and is still significantly
larger than the FID); care must be taken to ensure that this ~1.5 Vpp pulse does not saturate the amplifiers.
If multiple preamps are used (we usually use two), a set of crossed diodes to ground before each preamp
accomplishes this. A much more detailed discussion of duplexing is available in Fukushima and Roeder’s
book [19].
The probe itself consists of a simple resonator. The two capacitors are tunable, and control the (grounded
capacitor) resonance frequency and (ungrounded capacitor) impedance matching. The sample sits inside the
inductor.
The physical sample mount is fairly simple (Figure 2.4). The sample rests on a sapphire rod- since
sapphire is dielectric, it will not attenuate our RF pulses as a metal would; it also has a high thermal
conductivity (allowing us to make sure our thermometry measurements are accurate). Because we are
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Figure 2.4: Cross-section of the sample mount.
looking at 1H NMR, we have the additional constraint that nothing near the sample can contain hydrogen.
Even small stray signals can change the shape of our relaxation curves, and are difficult to separate as the
κ-Br spectrum is quite wide (~40 kHz) and our measurements are made at low temperature (so spectra from
wire insulation or solder flux are broad as well).
To hold the sample in place, then, we use a small amount of Dupont Krytox grease, a proton-free
lubricant1. Care must be taken to use an extremely small amount, otherwise thermal contraction of the
grease could squeeze part of the sample into a different location on the temperature-pressure phase diagram.
The sapphire rod is glued inside a copper cylinder with a small amount of epoxy; the cylinder, in turn, is
bolted on to a brass housing to which the thermometer and heater are also mounted.
On the far end of the brass housing is a teflon spacer that holds the coil. Our “no-proton” requirement
means that we cannot use wire with a formvar coating, and we cannot hold the coil in place with epoxy.
All of our measurements were made with a teflon-coated gold wire with a heavy enough gauge to hold its
shape without support, which is then held in place from the outside by the teflon spacer. The spacer also
thermally isolates the coil from the sample.
2.1.4 The magnet
NMR measurements were made in an Oxford superconducting magnet with a room-temperature bore, at
fields between 1 and 3 T. The field is produced by a Helmholtz coil of superconducting wire sitting in a bath
of liquid helium. Shim coils in the magnet can tune the homogeneity to within 0.5 ppm.
1In de Soto’s thesis, he packed a small holder full of teflon shavings to hold his sample in place. Our samples are substantially
smaller and this method proved unreliable.
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2.2 Cryogenics
Figure 2.5: Cross-section of the cryogenic system (left) and close-up of the bottom of the cryostat (right).
The cryogenic system used for the measurements in this thesis is shown in Figure 2.5 (left). The Oxford
continuous-flow cryostat sits in the magnet’s room-temperature bore; it is completely separate from the
helium bath used to cool the superconducting Helmholtz coil.
Liquid helium is pushed through a needle valve and transfer line, where it enters a capillary that travels
down through the vacuum space of the cryostat. At the bottom of the cryostat, it passes through a copper
heatsink and sprays out into the sample space, where it cools our experiment and then enters the helium
recovery system. The cryostat has both a thermometer (an un-calibrated SPEER220) and a heater attached
to the copper heatsink. The sink has a large heat capacity and is far from the sample, so we do not control
the temperature from this point. The thermometer is monitored, though, to help diagnose any problems.
The sample thermometer (a calibrated LakeShore Cernox) and heater are both bolted on to the outside
of the sample holder (Figure 2.4); they reside within the Faraday cage in Figure 2.5 (right). Both heaters
are made from a few meters of ~18 Ω/foot resistance wire. The wire in the sample heater was doubled over
and then wound onto a copper spindle, to make sure it does not broaden or shift the NMR line by behaving
as a solenoid.
A Quantum Design temperature controller continuously monitors the thermometer voltage and adjusts
the heater current accordingly. The control parameters are set (and the temperature monitored) over GPIB
by a LabView program, which converts between temperature and resistance by interpolating the Cernox
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calibration table. The Quantum Design outputs a substantial amount of high-frequency noise, so it is
necessary to run the thermometer and heater cables through lowpass filters as they enter the probe.
The large flange that seals the cryostat’s vacuum space is unreliable, so we pump the space out (to about
50 mTorr) before each time we cool down. The sample space is then pumped as well, to prevent any air
from condensing in the probe (where it could freeze the tuning mechanism in the capacitors). The needle
valve is then opened and the recovery line is attached. The needle valve (and dewar overpressure) can be
used to adjust the flow rate. An electric heater is wrapped around the outside of the cryostat to limit the
ice buildup. After each cooldown, the system is flushed with dry nitrogen for several hours to make sure
that water does not accumulate.
A number of previous experiments on κ-Br showed that the low-temperature electronic properties depend
on cooling rate through the ethylene glass transition Tg ≈ 78 K [73,75,85]. Taylor et al, for example, saw a
difference in electronic specific heat between cooling rates of 0.02 K/min and 100 K/min [73]. The Nernst
effect measurements made by Nam et al on κ-Br were made after cooling their samples at 0.05 K/min. For
most of the measurements in this thesis, the rate of cooling was controlled at 0.3 K/minute from 140 K
to 40 K (Figure 2.6). For quenching experiments, the temperature was held above 140 K while the needle
valve was opened all the way, and the helium recovery line was replaced with a vacuum pump. The heater
was then turned off, to allow the sample to be cooled at the maximum possible rate. This generally did not
produce a perfectly constant rate of cooling, but the rate through 78 K is still about two orders of magnitude
faster than our normal cooling rate.
There is one potential catastrophe that every student using this system should know about: a magnet
quench. At the top of a magnet, around the bore, is a flange that seals the magnet’s vacuum space. If
the cryostat (which sits inside that flange) loses its vacuum, it begins to rapidly cool its surroundings. If
it freezes the o-ring in that flange, then the magnet will lose its vacuum as well, and begin to rapidly boil
off helium. Once the helium level is below the top of the magnet coil, the superconductivity will quench,
dumping all of the energy stored in its current into heat at once. This entire process (from soft vacuum
to quench) can happen within a couple hours.2 A large quench can (at best) take a few weeks to recover
from, or (at worst) permanently damage the magnet. It can be avoided, though, by paying attention to the
cryostat vacuum before cooling down, and watching for any sharp spikes in temperature while taking data.
2I have quenched the magnet once- it happened in the time it took to walk down Green Street, eat dinner, and walk back.
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Figure 2.6: Temperature as a function of time for normal (0.3 K/min) and fast (~20 K/min) cooldowns.
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Chapter 3
κ-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Br Introduction
Figure 3.1: Left: structure of the ET molecule bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene. In the 13C NMR
studies occasionally referenced in this thesis, the central carbon atoms are enriched. Right: structure of
κ-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Br.
The organic superconductor κ-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Br (hereafter abbreviated as “κ-Br”) was discovered in
1990 [28]. It is a layered material, with rows of dimers of the organic charge-donor molecule ET sandwhiched
between insulating anion layers (Figure 3.1). κ-Br’s electronic properties, then, are heavily anisotropic both
in the superconducting and normal states. The material is an extreme type-II superconductor (ξ  λ), and
a number of measurements suggest d-wave pairing, including 13C NMR spin-lattice relaxation [13], specific
heat [72], penetration depth [11], and thermal conductivity [5].
κ-Br is a member of a family of isostructural materials, each having an anion layer with different com-
position. Their ground state can be tuned by pressure between a superconductor and an antiferromagnetic
insulator (Figure 3.2), with different anion makeups sitting at different ambient-pressure positions in the
phase diagram. With Tc =11.6 K, κ-Br has the highest critical temperature in this family.
Much of the interest in these materials is due to the similarity between their phase diagram to that of the
high-Tc cuprates, except with the x-axis controlled by pressure rather than hole doping. Unlike the cuprates,
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Figure 3.2: The phase diagram of the “κ” family of organic conductors, with paramagnetic insulating (PI),
paramagnetic metal (PM), antiferromagnetic insulationg (AFI), and superconducting (SC) regions labelled.
The labels on the pressure axis represent the ambient pressure values of κ-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl, deuterated
κ-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Br, κ-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Br, and κ-(ET)2(NCS)2, respectively.
the organics do not contain chemical disorder, as they are not doped materials.
It is believed, however, that structural disorder can be introduced through a glass transition around
Tg ≈78 K. Above this temperature, the ethylene groups at the ends of the ET molecule are free to twist
into “staggered” or “eclipsed” conformations. This degree of freedom freezes out around Tg; a number of
low-temperature electronic properties of κ-Br have been shown to be sensitive to the cooling rate through
this temperature [73,75,85].
Previous NMR measurements on κ-Br have focused on the 1H [15, 25, 42] and central 13C [13, 14, 24, 41]
resonances. The central 13C resonance is dominated by hyperfine coupling to the conduction electrons, mak-
ing it an excellent probe of electronic effects like antiferromagnetic fluctuations [86]. Because the hydrogen
atoms are at the end of the ET molecules, near the insulating layers where the electron density is lower,
the hyperfine coupling is ≈ 100 times smaller than for the carbon nuclei. The proton resonance’s lower
sensitivity to electronic effects makes it better suited for studying phenomena like vortex motion.
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Figure 3.3: Left: Magnetization (open circles) and Nernst signal (filled squares) seen in LSCO, showing
an effect that extends well above Tc =29 K [78]. Right: diagram of the vortex Nernst effect. The mo-
tion of magnetic field-induced vortices (upper left) causes a time-dependent change in the phase of the
order parameter, creating a potential difference in the perpendicular direction through the Josephson effect.
Vortex-antivortex pairs (lower right), bound or not, create no net phase change and thus do not contribute
to the Nernst signal. Left figure reproduced with permission from author and American Physical Society.
3.1 Anomalous Nernst effect
The motivation for the measurements in this thesis is an anomalous Nernst signal seen by Ong’s group in the
high-temperature cuprates [78,84] (Figure 3.3, left) and later by Nam et al in κ-Br in [51] (Figure 3.4), both
with an onset temperature at approximately half the onset temperature of the pseudogap. In the Nernst
experiment, a magnetic field and temperature gradient are applied to a material in perpendicular directions,
and the electric potential is measured normal to both the field and the gradient. The result is reported as a
Nernst signal eN (B, T ) ≡ E/|∇T | or a coeffecient ν ≡ eN/B.
While a signal is seen for many types of mobile electronic states, the signal in these papers is much larger
than the signal for a normal metal, and is attributed to vortex-like excitations in the superfluid. Since the
conduction electrons in a superconductor are condensed into a macroscopic wavefunction, they cannot carry
entropy (and therefore cannot carry heat). The cores of vortices, however, contain normal electrons, so they
can carry heat between the hot and cold reservoirs. This induces a current of vortices travelling toward the
cold side of the crystal. Since, in a path around a vortex, the phase of the superconducting order parameter
changes by 2pi, this current induces a continuously changing phase (Figure 3.3, right). By the Josephson
effect [74],
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d∆φ
dt
=
2eV
h¯
,
that change in phase creates a constant voltage across the sample.
Figure 3.4: Nernst signal measured by Nam et al in κ-(NCS) (left) and κ-Br (right). Reprinted by permission
from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature [51], copyright 2007.
Figure 3.4 shows Nam et al’s results for two κ-phase salts [51]. The left plot is the Nernst signal for
κ-(NCS), the superconductor farther from the metal-insulator transition than κ-Br. This material shows
the expected result- starting from low temperature, the Nernst signal increases as the vortices become more
mobile. The signal then disappears at Tc, above which there are no vortices.
The κ-Br result (figure 3.4, right) is anomalous. Like the κ-(NCS) signal, it increases as the temperature
is raised from zero, but the signal then extends well above Tc. Above ≈18 K the signals converge to a small,
negative, field-independent value, which is the expected result for electrons in a Fermi liquid.
The anomalous Nernst signal, both in the organics and the cuprates, is interpreted using a phase-
disordering picture of superconductivity. In this picture, the resistive transition is concurrent not with the
onset of pairing, but with the onset of vortex-antivortex binding. Below this Kosterlitz-Thoulless transition,
vortices and antivortices are bound in pairs, so they have no long-range effect on the superfluid phase. Above
the transition, they move independently and destroy the phase coherence of the superfluid. The magnitude
of the order parameter |ψ|2 is averaged to zero by phase fluctuations, even though Cooper pairing is still
occuring. The presence of a magnetic field changes the chemical potentials for vortices and antivortices,
giving a net “vorticity” nV − nAV that can be detected by the Nernst experiment.
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Figure 3.5: Previously published 1H NMR measurements on κ-Br, (from left to right) by Kanoda et al [25],
de Soto et al [15], and Mayaffre et al [42]. Left reprinted from [25], with permission from Elsevier. Center
and right figures reprinted with permission from authors and American Physical Society.
3.2 Previous 1H NMR measurements
Three previous studies have been conducted on proton spin-lattice relaxation in κ-Br. All three focus on
an order-of-magnitude enhancement of T−11 over the Korringa value below Tc, and attribute this effect to
the motion of flux vortices. As the vortices bend, they create transverse magentic fields that help thermally
couple the nuclear spins to the lattice. Below the irreversibility temperature, the vortices freeze into a solid
and become less effective at relaxing the spins.
Kanoda et al first observed this effect in a polycrystalline sample in 1991 (Figure 3.5, left) [25]. Later,
de Soto et al showed that the enhancement is strongly suppressed at high field (Figure 3.5, center) and when
H0 is parallel to the conducting planes [15]. In 1996, Mayaffre et al extended this to more field values, and
showed that the enhancement becomes field-independent below the peak temperature Tm(B) (Figure 3.5,
right) [42], which corresponds to the irreversibility temperature as measured by DC magnetization [34].
All of these studies fit the magnetization recovery to a double-exponential function, suggesting two
populations of spins relaxing at different rates. Kanoda et al attribute this to orientation-dependent recovery
in the randomly-oriented crystallites in their sample. De Soto et al, studying a single crystal sample,
suggested that a combination of RF screening and spin diffusion are responsible for the second timescale.
Mayaffre et al provided no explanation for the recovery shape.
These studies all show that 1H spin-lattice relaxation is highly sensitive to vortices in κ-Br. Since they
focus on behavior below Tc, the anomalous Nernst region Tc < T < 18 K remains a relatively unexplored
region that could provide a test of Nam et al’s interpretation of their data.
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Chapter 4
Parameters for κ-Br
4.1 Structure
property ref value
lattice parameters [20] a = 12.92 A˚
[20] b = 30.016 A˚
[20] c = 8.539 A˚
4.2 Electronic properties
property ref value
electron effective mass [44] m∗ = 5.4± 0.1me
scattering rate [44] τ−1 = 2.8× 1012 s−1
mean free path [44] l ≈ 261 A˚
density of states at Fermi level [81] n(EF ) = 7.27 e
−/(eV unit cell)
4.3 Superconducting properties
property ref value
critical temperature [20] Tc = 11.6 K
coherence length [33] ξac(0) ≈ 37 A˚
[33] ξb(0) ≈ 4 A˚
penetration depth [11] λ‖(0) = 0.8 µm
[11] λ⊥(0) = 100± 20 µm
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Chapter 5
1H NMR Measurements in
κ-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Br
Measurements were made on a 1 mm × 1 mm × 0.5 mm single crystal of κ-Br grown by John Schleuter’s
group at Argonne, using a standard electrochemical process [28]. The sample was mounted on a sapphire
rod using a small amount of DuPont Krytox grease. All measurements in this chapter were made with the
static magnetic field perpendicular to the conducting planes, and cooling rate controlled at 0.3 K/minute
from 140 K to 40 K, unless otherwise indicated.
The transition temperature was checked by measuring probe detuning. The tank circuit is carefully
tuned and impedence matched a few degrees above Tc, and using a directional coupler, the amplitude of a
reflected resonant pulse is measured as the temperature is lowered. When the sample undergoes a phase
transition and begins to expel magnetic flux, the inductance of the coil (and hence the tuning of the circuit)
changes (Figure 5.1).
Figure 5.1: Probe detuning by the Meissner effect at H0 =2 Tesla. The intercept suggests that Tc ≈11.3 K,
slightly suppressed below the nominal zero-field value of 11.7 K but well above the mean-field 2 T transition
of 10.35 K reported by Lang et al [34].
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5.1 Spin-lattice relaxation
De soto et al measured proton spin-lattice relaxation in κ − Br using saturation recovery1 and inversion
recovery2 sequences. They explained the nonexponential behavior that they observed below 50 K as a
consequence of two factors:
• Due to the skin-depth effect, spins in the center of the sample experience a smaller RF field than those
on the outside, and thus are not rotated as far by the preparation pulse. For the case of inversion
recovery: imperfectly inverting a spin means that it does not begin its recovery with M(0) = −M0;
that is, it appears to already be partially relaxed. This can be thought of as adding an offset time τ
to the recovery formula for that spin:
M(t, τ) = M0
(
1− 2e−(t+τ)/T1
)
;
For an ensemble of spins that see a distribution of RF signal strengths, we can treat the total signal
measured by adding a third fitting parameter a:
M(t) =
∫
dτf(τ)M(t, τ) = M0
∫
dτf(τ)
(
1− 2e−(t+τ)/T1
)
= M
′
0
(
1− 2ae−t/T1
)
,
where M
′
0 ≡ M0
∫
dτf(τ) and a ≡ (∫ dτf(τ)e−τ/T1) / (∫ dτf(τ)). A similar relation can be derived
for saturation recovery. By itself, RF screening neither changes the shape of the recovery, nor does it
add a second timescale.
• The dot-product term of the nuclear dipole dipole interaction,
Hzz =
µ0
4pi
∑
i<j
γiγj h¯
2(1− 3 cos2(θij))
r3ij
(
3IziIzj − ~Ii · ~Ij
)
,
can mediate mutual spin-flips between nearby nuclei. If nuclear polarization varies over a short enough
distance, this “spin diffusion” process can smooth it out. If RF skin depth is sufficiently short, then
this effect could distort the shape of a spin-lattice relaxation recovery curve.
1pi/2-t-pi/2 [15]; the first pulse saturates the magnetization, and the second probes the recovered magnetization after time
t. For single-exponential systems, the recovery follows M(t) = M0 (1− exp(−t/T1)).
2pi-t-pi/2; the first pulse rotates the magnetization into the −z direction, and the second pulse probes the recovered magne-
tization after time t. For single-exponential systems, the recovery follows M(t) = M0 (1− 2exp(−t/T1)).
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The resistivity of κ-Br perpendicular to the planes ρb ≈8 Ωcm (estimated from the plot in [37]) at 12 K,
just above the superconducting transition, and the permeability µ ≈ µ0 [52]; at 3 T (the largest field at
which we have taken data) this gives a skin depth
δ =
√
2ρ
ωµ
=
√
2× 0.08 Ωm
(2pi × 3T × 42.6× 106 HzT−1)× (4pi × 10−7 Ωsm−1) ≈ 13 mm. (5.1)
Even at the highest frequency used in this thesis, then, the skin depth just above Tc is an order of
magnitude larger than the sample. This means that RF screening is not a reasonable explanation for the
nonexponential relaxation seen by de Soto et al below 50 K. Nonetheless, care was taken in our spin-lattice
relaxation measurements to make sure that no screening effects were present.
Figure 5.2: The fraction of magnetization remaining after saturating by miscalibrated pulses- for one pulse
(dashed line) or a comb of 50 pulses (solid line).
As with most problems in life, RF screening artifacts can be circumnavigated by appropriate choice of
pulse sequence. In a standard saturation-recovery experiment, if the saturating pulse is miscalibrated (by
RF screening or by a lazy graduate student) by a nutation angle φ, then a fraction of the polarization equal
to sin(φ) remains in the z-direction. If a second pulse were added after the FID decays, but before any
appreciable spin-lattice relaxation can occur3, the leftover fraction would be sin2(φ). We can suppress the
effect of pulse calibration errors, then, by making a “comb” of n saturating pulses, spaced ≈ T ∗2 apart, leaving
3In most solids, T ∗2  T1.
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all but sinn(φ) of the polarization saturated (Figure 5.2). This pulse sequence is known as the “saturating
comb recovery” [19].
Figure 5.3: The saturating-comb solid echo recovery pulse sequence. T1 is measured by varying the relaxation
delay. The comb pulses are alternated in phase with respect to the solid echo, to cancel any remaining
transverse coherences.
Since the κ-Br 1H free induction signal decays over a few tens of microseconds, a substantial amount
of signal is lost during the 10 µs receiver deadtime. For this reason, we replace the monitoring pulse in
the recovery sequence with a “solid echo” [54]; a pair of phase-shifted 90◦ pulses that (approximately)
refocuses dipole coupling.4 This change is solely for the purpose of increasing signal to noise. Tests were
done comparing relaxation curves for FID, solid echo, and spin echo variants of the saturating comb recovery
sequence to ensure that no artifacts were introduced.
In a nutation experiment, the integrated NMR intensity is plotted as a function of pulse length. In an
ideal system the curve should be a sine wave; rotating the spins 90◦ or 450◦ should give the same signal. If
the RF field varies over the sample, however, the variance in nutation angles will increase with pulse length,
damping the sine wave. If the skin depth becomes smaller than the sample size, then a region in the center of
the sample will be excluded from our measurements (since both the exciting pulse and the FID signal will be
attenuated). This will cause the integrated signal to drop sharply below the value predicted by Boltzmann
statistics as the temperature is decreased. No evidence of an excluded volume was seen in our data, and all
low-temperature nutation curves showed that the RF field was mostly homogeneous5 (Figure 5.4 shows a
representative example). We can say with certainty, then, that our spin-lattice relaxation data are free from
4Slichter’s book contains a detailed explanation of how this sequence exactly refocuses pairwise-coupled dipolar evolution [67];
a simple average Hamiltonian theory calculation shows that it refocuses evolution from any dipole Hamiltonian, but only to
zeroth order in the Magnus expansion.
5It should be noted that since the 1H spectrum of κ-Br is broad, some attenuation will be seen in the nutation curve
regardless of homogeneity. If spins at the center of the spectrum are being rotated around the x-axis in the rotating frame,
spins at the edges of the spectrum are rotated around an axis in the xz plane. This will yield a distorted spectrum with lower
intensity at higher angles.
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Figure 5.4: Two nutation experiments on κ-Br at 7 K. The hydrogen curve (squares) was collected at 2 T
with the RF field parallel to the conducting planes (upper right). The carbon-13 curve (triangles) was
collected by Tak-Kei Lui at 9.4 T, with the RF field perpendicular to the conducting planes (lower right).
In the latter experiment, conduction electrons are able to move to more effectively attenuate the RF pulse,
damping out the nutation curve.
RF screening artifacts.
While examining data in hopes of finding something missed by previous studies, we noticed a few problems
with double-exponential fits below 25 K:
• Increasing signal-to-noise by signal averaging did not improve fit quality.
• The fit residual always had the same shape.
• The values of fitting parameters unreported in previous studies (fast timescale, relative weights of the
two timescales) depended heavily on the choice of delay times and did not exhibit a reliable temperature
dependence.
We conclude that, at low temperature, κ-Br 1H spin-lattice relaxation is not a double exponential
(Figure 5.5). Mayaffre et al make a comment that “all essential features of the function T−11 (T,B) on which
the interpretation we develop in this paper do not depend much on the fitting method” [42], suggesting that
they may have noticed this as well.
Figure 5.5 shows that the low-temperature relaxation is well-described by a “stretched exponential”
Williams-Watts function:
M(t) = M0
(
1− e−(t/T1)b
)
. (5.2)
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Figure 5.5: κ-Br saturating-comb solid echo recovery data at 9 K and 1 T (squares). The dotted line shows
the best fit to a double exponential; the solid line is a fit to a stretched exponential.
We find that this function fits our data well over the entire temperature range studied (4.3 K to 300 K).
Whereas double exponential recovery indicates two populations of spins relaxing at different rates, the
stretched exponential suggests that the recovery shape is the moment-generating function of a distribution
of rates:
∫
dRp(R)e−Rt ≈ e−(t/T1)b (5.3)
It could be tempting to try to recover p(R) from 5.3 by means of an inverse Laplace transform. This is an
ill-conditioned problem [6], however, so small errors in the measured recovery due to noise would precipitate
errors in the calculated p(R) that are not guaranteed to be small6. With this in mind, we simply interpret T1
to be a scale characterizing the distribution of rates, and b to be a qualitative measure of the inhomogeneity
(where a lower value of b indicates a less homogeneous system).
An important question to check is whether this distribution of relaxation rates comes from integrating
over a spectrum with frequency-dependent relaxation. This does not appear to be the case; Figure 5.6
shows a representative example- the relaxation curves from different parts of the spectrum overlap (after
normalization). Note that the individual curves do not follow a single exponential recovery (solid line in
6This also means that, though the Williams-Watts function is ubiquitous in glassy systems [12, 32, 66], its presence here is
not necessarily related to some kind of glassy or disordered behavior.
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Figure 5.6: Normalized κ-Br saturating-comb solid echo recovery data at 12.5 K and 1 T, at different points
on the spectrum. Circles are from the low-frequency edge of the spectrum, squares are from the center, and
triangles are from the high-frequency edge. The solid line is the best fit to a single exponential recovery.
Figure 5.6); we require a distribution of rates to fit the recovery even at individual frequencies. It is possible
that there is a frequency-dependence to the relaxation (for example, from a distribution of Knight shifts),
but that the large homonuclear dipole spectrum renders this effect unobservable.
Two practical details for fitting to a stretched exponential recovery should be noted. First, due to the
recovery’s long tail when b < 1, the NMR “rule of thumb” of a maximum delay of 5×T1 is insufficient. We
find, empirically, that a maximum recovery delay of at least 10×T1 is necessary to find a reliable value of T1
and b. If the maximum delay is less than this, then the fit values of both parameters begin to depend on the
maximum delay time. Second, when b approaches unity it becomes difficult to measure accurately. At our
available level of signal-to-noise, the recovery is indistinguishable from a single exponential when b > 0.85.
Figure 5.7 shows how the spin-lattice relaxation rate T−11 and stretching exponent b change with tem-
perature at 1 T. The Knight shift (discussed in section 5.2) is constant within our error limits from room
temperature to T ≈ Tc, so the Korringa law for relaxation by hyperfine coupling to a Fermi liquid simplifies
to the Heitler-Teller relation
T−11 ∝ T.
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Figure 5.7: Temperature dependence of T1 (squares) and b (triangles) at H0 =1 T.
This line is plotted as the straight black line in Figures 5.7, 5.9, and 5.10 as a guide to the eye; departures
from a simple Fermi liquid make themselves manifest as departures from it. Since the Knight shift decreases
below Tc, the Korringa-law relaxation for noninteracting electrons would predict a decrease in T
−1
1 , not
the observed increase. For comparison, both the 13C (T1T )
−1 (Figure 5.8) and ESR [26] decrease with
decreasing temperature in this region.
Above 100K, the relaxation is enhanced by thermally-activated conformational fluctuations of the ter-
minal ethylene groups. This data fits a Bloembergen-Purcell-Pound model with parameters similar to those
reported by de Soto et al at 4 and 8 T [15]. Below 100 K there is a broad feature peaking near 50 K. This
enhancement, also seen in the 13C relaxation [13], can be explained in terms of antiferromagnetic fluctuations
that are suppressed below 50 K by the opening of a spin gap [86].
Well below Tc, the relaxation rate jumps by an order of magnitude. This is the vortex-motion peak
discussed in the 1H NMR studies of Kanoda, de Soto, and Mayaffre [15,25,42]. In this region, proton spins
are being relaxed by tranverse fields associated with the bending of superconducting flux vortices. The
enhancement peaks at 4.5 K, near the irreversibility temperature as measured by DC magnetization [34] but
well below the peaks in the Nernst signal [51]. Below this temperature, the spin-lattice relaxation is driven
by thermally-activated motion of defects in the vortex glass [42].
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Figure 5.8: κ-Br 13C NMR results from de Soto et al [13]. Top: filled circles show the spin-lattice relaxation
time times temperature; open triangles show the Knight shift. Both show a sharp change at 50 K as the
electron spin susceptibility drops with the opening of a spin gap. Bottom: filled squares show the Korringa
factor K = T1TK2s/(h¯γ2e/4pikBγ2n) for the outer 13C site; open diamonds show the ratio of Korringa factors
for inner and outer sites. Reprinted with permission from author and American Physical Society.
The primary focus of this thesis is the behavior between 25 K and 7.5 K, in which an enhancement of the
relaxation rate7 is accompanied by a sharp decrease in the stretching exponent. Like the anomalous Nernst
coefficient, the the change in both parameters is continuous through Tc. In the superconducting state, the
stretching exponent begins increasing below 7.5 K, as the relaxation is dominated by the (homogeneous)
motion of the vortex liquid. The stretching exponent peaks and changes direction at a temperature slightly
above the T−11 peak. While it is possible that this second decrease in b is related to the mechanism responsible
for the 7.5-25 K effect, the flux vortices themselves could generate a distribution of relaxation times as their
motion freezes out (e.g. nuclei closer to a vibrating pinned vortex will relax faster than nuclei that are
farther from it [47]).
The low-temperature spin-lattice relaxation of κ-Br was measured in two orientations at H0=2 T (Figure
5.9): with the static field (approximately) perpendicular and parallel to the conducting planes. In both
orientations, the RF field is parallel to the planes. The most dramatic change between the two orientations
is the shifting of the vortex peak to higher temperatures when H0 ⊥ b. We did not observe the complete
removal of this peak reported by de Soto et al in this orientation [15]. They attribute this drop in T−11
(measured at H0=0.52 T and T=6 K) to the intrinsic pinning effect predicted by Tachiki and Takahashi [71].
7Note that, in this region, the 13C (T1T )−1 is decreasing [13].
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Figure 5.9: Orientation dependence of T−11 (left, bottom) and b (left, top) at H0 =2 T. Squares are data taken
with H0 perpendicular to the conducting planes (right, top) and triangles are data taken with H0 parallel
to the conducting planes (right, bottom). The RF field H1 is parallel to the planes in both orientations.
Its absence in our data is most likely due to a misalignment of the crystal. The critical angle to observe
the “lock-in state” scales approximately as 1/H0 [40], suggesting that at 2 T the sample would need to be
aligned to within a degree. Since our sample is not carbon-13 enriched, we cannot use the 13C lineshape to
obtain a highly accurate orientation [14].
In stark contrast to the change in the vortex-relaxation below Tc, the inhomogeneous relaxation is, within
our error limits, unaffected by changing orientation. Both the relaxation rate (Figure 5.9, left bottom) and
stretching exponent (Figure 5.9, left top) appear to be orientation-independent above the onset of the vortex
peak.
The magnetic field dependence of was investigated by measuring relaxation at 1, 1.5, 2, and 3 T; the
relaxation rate is shown in Figure 5.10. The exact onset temperature of the inhomogenous enhancement
is difficult to see from T1 alone, as the 50 K-centered enhancement from antiferromagnetic fluctuations
broadens at low field. The inhomogeneous region (7.5 K< T <25 K) shows a clear enhancement at low field,
and appears to saturate at higher fields (the values at 2 T and 3 T are within error limits of each other above
T≈8 K). The temperature range of the vortex-dominated region (and behavior of T−11 there) is consistent
with earlier measurements [42].
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Figure 5.10: Field dependence of T−11 (top) and b (bottom).
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Figure 5.11: Left: field-dependence of T−11 at 8, 10, 15, and 20 K. Right: the same field dependences, with
a naive Korringa line subtracted.
The field dependence of T−11 does not show a simple functional dependence on H0 (Figure 5.11, left). If
a “naive” Korringa line (ignoring the drop in hyperfine coupling below Tc) is subtracted from the data, the
relaxation roughly follows 1/H0 (Figure 5.11, right).
The field dependence of b is shown in Figure 5.10. Within our error limits, the onset of inhomogeneous
relaxation To ≈ 25 K for all fields. At lower fields, b descends with a sharper slope and reaches a lower
minimum. In all cases, the low-temperature upturn of b coincides with the vortex enhancement of T−11 .
The field dependence of T−11 and b, together, suggests that the mechanism for the observed inhomogeneous
relaxation fits into one of two categories:
• a magnetic or electronic effect that is suppressed by increasing field
• a magnetic field fluctuation with a correlation time slow enough that the power spectral density of its
fluctuations falls off substantially between 42 MHz and 126 MHz (e.g. between the proton Larmor
frequencies at 1 and 3 T)
The data shown in Figure 5.11 do not fit a BPP-style relaxation model (Slichter, eq 5.301 [67]);
T−11 =
2
3
(γh0)
2τ
1 + (ωLτ)2
, (5.4)
where h20 is the fluctuation variance and τ is the correlation time of an Arrhenius process; τ(T ) ≡ τ0eT0/T .
If the field-dependence is due to a frequency crossing, then, it must be a more complicated effect than the
one enhancing T−11 near room temperature [15].
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Since previous measurements on κ-Br have shown that the low-temperature electronic properties are
affected by the rate of cooling through the ethylene group transition [73, 75, 85], we measured the spin-
lattice relaxation after quickly cooling the sample. Figure 5.12 shows the difference in relaxation rate
∆T−11 = T
−1
1 (fast)− T−11 (slow), where the fast and slow cooling rates are 19 K/minute and 0.3 K/minute,
respectively. A small increase in T−11 is seen in the inhomogeneously-relaxed region with fast cooling; it
turns into a steep decrease at 7.5 K (when vortex motion begins to dominate the relaxation).
Quenching is known to suppress Tc in κ-Br; if the onset of the vortex peak is also moved to a slightly
lower temperature, then (since T−11 (T ) increases rapidly as T is lowered here) ∆T
−1
1 would be large and
negative, explaining the behavior in Figure 5.12 below 7.5 K.
Figure 5.12: The change in T−11 between fast cooling (19 K/minute) and slow cooling (0.3 K/minute) at 1 T.
The vertical dashed line is the onset temperature of the vortex peak. No measurable change was observed
in b.
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Figure 5.13: Left: Fourier transform of the second half of a κ-Br solid echo at 40 K and 1 T (solid line);
best fit to a Gaussian (dashed line). Right: comparison of spectra from Fourier transform of second half of
solid echo (solid line) and spin echo (dotted line), at 12.5 K and 1 T.
5.2 Lineshape
κ-Br 1H spectra were measured by taking a Fourier transform of the second half of a solid echo (Figure 5.13).
At all temperatures, the spectrum is a broad, approximately-Gaussian line. The contribution to the linewidth
from homonuclear dipole coupling can be estimated using the second moment [67]:
〈∆ω2〉 =
(µ0
4pi
)2 3
4
γ4h¯2I(I + 1)
1
N
∑
j,k
(1− 3 cos2 θij)2
r6jk
. (5.5)
Considering only the contribution from the nearest proton (the other proton on the same end of the
ethylene group) in equation 5.5 gives a FWHM of ≈37 kHz; this is close to the linewidth observed at room
temperature. This means that a nucleus’ position on the spectrum is almost entirely determined by the spin
configuration of surrounding nuclei; there may be features in the chemical or Knight shift spectra that are
simply rendered unobservable by the large dipole couplings.
In the time domain, this broad linewidth means that the free induction decay drops off with a time
constant of around 25 µs. This is so short that it is comparable to the pulse sequences we use to monitor the
magnetization. When we measure the FID after a single pulse, the signal decays substantially during our
10 µs receiver deadtime. During a spin or solid echo, the segment of the Hamiltonian that is not refocused
evolves for about 22 µs before the acquisition starts. The evolution during these periods leads to frequency-
dependent phase shifts that are difficult to remove while processing the data. Because of this, our fits for the
line position (Figure 5.14) and linewidth (Figure 5.15) contain substantial error bars that are not improved
by signal averaging.
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Figure 5.14: Shift of center frequency of κ-Br solid echo spectrum from room temperature at 1 T, below
300 K (left) and below 45 K (right). Shift calculated from Gaussian fit.
Figure 5.15: Quadrature increase in linewidth σ from room temperature at 1 T, below 300 K (left) and
below 45 K (right). Linewidth calculated from Gaussian fit.
Figure 5.16: 13C linewidth for inner (filled circles) and outer (open triangles) lines, from de Soto et al [13].
Reproduced with permission from author and American Physical Society.
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The center frequency (Figure 5.14) is approximately stable from room temperature to Tc. Below the
superconducting transition, it drops sharply as the number of quasiparticles (and thus the Knight shift)
decreases. The linewidth (Figure 5.15) broadens sharply around 150 K; this effect is seen in the 13C resonance
as well [13] (Figure 5.16). The increase in linewidth around 150 K is about 70 ppm, which is comparable
to the change in 13C inner site linewidth at this temperature. This similarity is surprising: the larger
increase at the inner site compared to the outer site suggests that the broadening has an electronic origin
( [13] suggests the onset of a spin-density wave state); this would imply a much smaller increase in the 1H
linewidth (reflecting its smaller hyperfine coupling).
The proton line also undergoes a gradual broadening as the sample is cooled from 50 K down to Tc; the
13C line in this region actually narrows from 50 K to 25 K before broadening again. Below Tc, both lines
broaden quickly, most likely due to the decreasing flux vortex mobility as temperature is lowered [9].
5.2.1 Line-narrowing sequences
A number of stroboscopic line-narrowing sequences were investigated (WaHuHa [80], MREV-8 [61], a 16-
pulse modification of MREV-8, magic echo trains [62]- see Figure 5.17) to look for any underlying structure
in the Zeeman or hyperfine spectra, without much success. These pulse sequences rotate the nuclear spins
in such a way that, in the interaction picture, the effect of the dipole Hamiltonian is averaged to zero at
the end of the sequence. The sequence is repeated many times and the signal sampled at the end of each
repetition, allowing us to measure a free induction decay with one of the interactions “turned off.”
Figure 5.17: Diagram of the magic echo train pulse sequence. Defining Hαα ≡
∑
i<j b
ij
0
[
3IαiIαj − ~Ii · ~Ij
]
: in
the interaction picture, the long x-pulses (called “bursts”) rotate the secular homonuclear dipole couplingHzz
around the yz plane, to an average of −Hxx/2. The two y pulses then rotate this into the z direction, giving
an average dipole Hamiltonian −Hzz/2. During the pulses, then, the dipole coupling evolves backwards in
time at half speed. The pulses last twice as long as the periods in between, during which time the dipole
coupling evolves normally, so that there is no net effect from spin-spin interactions.
The informal “rule of thumb”8 for applying WaHuHa-style sequences is that, for a cycle period tc,
8The interaction-picture “average Hamiltonian” for these sequences are calculated using the Magnus expansion, which has
no formal criterion for convergence. The “rule of thumb” mentioned here gives a useful scale, but does not unambiguously rule
out next-to-leading-order effects. Dramatic cumulative coherent effects have been seen even in simple line-narrowing sequences,
even when this criterion is well-satisfied [36].
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t−1c  linewidth. (5.6)
A cycle frequency of 100 kHz (just barely larger than the base width of the spectrum) corresponds to
a period of only 10 µs; the shortest period available with our current hardware is six times that. As a
consequence, our line-narrowed spectra were unreliable, with shapes and widths that varied substantially
with small changes in pulse calibration.9
While magic echo trains did not produce a reliable line-narrowed spectrum, we obtained some interesting
results from a two-dimensional magic-echo experiment. In this measurement, the pulse sequence in Figure
5.17 is used with m = 1, and repeated many times for different values of n and τ (such that 4n× t90 = τ).
At t = 6τ , the dipole coupling should be averaged to zero; by repeating this many times for different echo
delays, a “free induction decay” containing only the Zeeman and hyperfine terms can be constructed (Figure
5.18, upper left). The Fourier transform of this decay gives a narrowed spectrum with two distinct peaks
(Figure 5.18, upper right) separated by about 80 ppm.
To ensure that these peaks are real (as opposed to, say, a real peak and a DC offset), the experiment was
repeated with the local oscillator offset by several different frequencies (Figure 5.18, lower left). Both peaks
are shifted with the LO offset, suggesting that they are real, but are attenuated at larger offsets (similar
“second averaging” effects are seen in pulsed spinlocking experiments).
Spectra from magic echo decays were measured from room temperature to below Tc. Figure 5.18 (lower
right) shows the spectra at 100 K and 10.5 K. The two lines have overlapping positions and widths over the
entire temperature range. The relative heights of the two peaks changes, but we were unable to determine
whether this is a phasing artifact.
It is important to note that this data is from a different sample than the rest of the
measurements in this thesis. The line-narrowing experiments were performed on a sample that we later
abandoned- its T1(T ) differed substantially from other samples. We have measured the stretched exponential
spin-lattice relaxation reported here in multiple samples, but have not yet repeated the magic echo decay
measurements.
Because of the difficulty in obtaining reliable spectral data, the experiments and discussion in this thesis
focus on spin-lattice relaxation.
9It should be noted that the informal convergence criterion for magic echo trains should depend on the nutation frequency,
not the cycle frequency; this limit is actually attainable with our hardware.
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Figure 5.18: Line-narrowed κ-Br spectra from magic echo decay. Top left: integrated real and imaginary
components of the FID after a magic echo, as a function of total echo time. These data were zero-filled and
then Fourier transformed to create line-narrowed spectra. Top right: a comparison of the line-narrowed
spectrum with the spectrum obtained by tranforming the second half of a solid echo. Bottom left: room
temperature line-narrowed spectra with the LO frequency offset by zero, 5 kHz, 10 kHz, and 20 kHz. Bottom
right: comparison of the line-narrowed spectrum above and below Tc.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
Before considering specific mechanisms for the inhomogeneous relaxation between 7.5 K and 25 K, it is
worthwhile to discuss what model-independent claims can be made from our data. Specifically, we want to
answer the following questions:
• What type of interaction is relaxing the nuclei in this region?
• What constraints can be placed by the nonexponential nature of the relaxation?
6.1 Types of T1 mechanisms
There are two types of approaches for modelling the physics of nuclear spin-lattice relaxation, one quantum
mechanical and one semiclassical.
The semiclassical method was derived by Bloembergen, Purcell, and Pound [7], and later extended by
Wangsniss and Bloch [79] and Redfield [57]. Average transition rates are calculated for a spin coupled to
a random classical field; this is turned into an equilibration process by inserting the principle of detailed
balance. This yields an intuitive dependence on fluctuations on the scale of the Larmor frequency ωL
(Slichter, eq 5.357 [67]):
T−11 = γ
2 (kxx(ωL) + kyy(ωL)) , (6.1)
where kαα(ω) is the spectral density of field fluctuations in the α direction. This relation is more
commonly written for the case of a field with exponential autocorrelation, with time constant τ and variance
h20 (Slichter, eq 5.301 [67]);
T−11,BPP =
2
3
(γh0)
2τ
1 + (ωLτ)2
. (6.2)
This picture describes the relaxation enhancements brought on by vortex fluctuations below 7 K and the
ethylene-group reorientation above 100 K in κ-Br (Figure 6.2, left, and Figure 6.1).
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Figure 6.1: Solid lines: plot of BPP-style relaxation (equation 6.2) as a function of correlation time τ for
hydrogen (γ = 2pi×42.6 MHz/T) at different fields. Dashed lines: approximate correlation times for terminal
ethylene groups in κ-Br at different temperatures.
The purely quantum mechanical approach, specific to metals, was derived by Korringa [30]. The relax-
ation rate is calculated using Fermi’s golden rule, for mutual spin flips between nuclei and s-wave conduction
electrons at the Fermi level via the hyperfine interaction (Slichter, eq 5.54 [67]):
T−11,Korringa =
64
9
pi3h¯3γ2eγ
2
n
〈|u2k(0)|2〉EF ρ2(EF )kT (6.3)
where
〈|u2k(0)|〉EF is the probability density of finding a Fermi level electron at the nucleus, and ρ(EF )
is the electronic density of states at the Fermi level.
This picture was extended by Moriya to include many-body effects, giving (still for s-wave electrons) [50]:
T−11,Moriya =
2γ2nkT
g2µ2B
∑
q
AqA−q
χ
′′
⊥(q, ωL)
ωL
, (6.4)
where χ
′′
⊥(q, ω) is the imaginary part of the electron spin susceptibility perpendicular to the z direction,
with wavevector q and frequency ω. Aq is related to the hyperfine interaction. Later modifications to this
model include the effect of non-s-wave electrons (for example, [17]); the Aq terms become an amalgam of the
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“Fermi contact” interaction and electron-nuclear dipole coupling. In κ-Br, hyperfine relaxation is responsible
for the “Korringa line”, as well as the antiferromagnetic fluctuation enhancement around 50 K (Figure 6.2,
right).
Figure 6.2: Regions of the κ-Br spin-lattice relaxation due to transverse field fluctuations (left) and Fermi
contact interaction with conduction electrons (right).
As we consider different mechanisms to explain our data, some will be BPP-style mechanisms and some
will be Korringa-style. Each will predict different behavior for how this mechanism would manifest itself in
the 13C relaxation- since no T−11 enhancement (inhomogeneous or not) has been observed there, this is an
important constraint on any potential explanation for our results.
6.2 Inhomogeneity
While we cannot directly calculate the distribution of relaxation rates, the observed nonexponential behavior
in κ-Br T1 can still allow us to make some quantitative claims about the mechanism responsible. First,
in order to generate a stretched-exponential curve, different nuclei must exhibit different time-averaged
relaxation rates over ≈ 102 s or longer.
We can place spatial constraints on the inhomogeneity as well. Consider a material with two regions, one
in which T1 is fast and one in which it is slow (Figure 6.3). Nuclei in these regions are thermally connected
with each other via the dot product in the dipole Hamiltonian,
Hzz =
µ0
4pi
∑
i<j
γiγj h¯
2
r3ij
(
1− 3 cos2(θij)
) [
3IziIzj − ~Ii · ~Ij
]
, (6.5)
which can generate mutual spin-flips. Since this interaction is strongly distance-dependent, we can use it
to find a minimum lengthscale for the system’s inhomogeneity, ld: the distance within which spins are mixed
by the dipole coupling within a time T1. If the size of the regions in the material, r, is less than ld, then the
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Figure 6.3: Cartoon picture of relaxation in a two-component system.
relaxation will be single-exponential, as nuclei in the different regions are in stronger thermal contact with
each other than they are with the lattice. If r ≥ ld, we expect to see a distribution of relaxation rates: nuclei
in the centers of the regions will relax at the bulk rates, and nuclei near the boundaries will be mixed by Hzz
to a spatially-dependent average of the fast and slow bulk rates. If r  ld, such that the “mixed” fraction
of spins r2ld/r
3 is small, then the recovery should fit a double exponential, with time constants given by the
bulk relaxation rates.
A distribution of relaxation rates could also be generated without the help of nuclear dipole interaction;
for example, the local relaxation rate could be determined by proximity to paramagnetic impurities [8]. The
same argument applies, however, to set the minimum scale ld over which the field must vary.
6.2.1 ld for κ-Br from direct dipole coupling
Since the dipole interaction is proportional to the inverse cube of the distance between spins, we expect
direct dipole coupling to give us a relatively short scale. The size of the interaction between two spins of the
same species is
h¯ωdd =
µ0
4pi
γ2h¯2
r3
, (6.6)
causing mutual rotations on a timescale τ , given by ωddτ = pi/2. We want to find ld, the maximum
radius affected within one spin-lattice relaxation time. Using the longest value of T1 in the inhomogeneous
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region (44.6 s):
ld =
[
2
pi
(µ0
4pi
)
γ2h¯T1
]1/3
=
[
2
pi
(10−7 NA−2)(2pi × 42.6× 106 HzT−1)2(10−34 Js)(44.6 s)
]1/3
≈ 8 nm
6.2.2 ld for κ-Br from spatial spin diffusion
Two nuclei do not need to be directly coupled to come to thermal equilibrium: polarization could be
transferred by the chain of nearest-neighbor spins between them. Nuclei on neighboring dimers in κ-Br are
approximately 4 A˚ apart; the timescale for direct dipole coupling to rotate a neighboring spin is:
τnn =
pi
2ωdd
=
pi
2
(
4pi
µ0
)
r3nn
γ2h¯
=
pi
2
(107 A2N−1)
(4× 10−10 m)3
(2pi × 42.6× 106 HzT−1)2(10−34 Js) = 140 µs.
As τnn is the time required to move polarization between neighboring spins, we can think of it as the
timestep for a random walk on a lattice. A random walk with a lattice spacing a and timestep τnn corresponds
to a diffusion constant [64],
D =
a2
τnn
=
(4× 10−10 m)2
140× 10−6 s = 1.14× 10
−15 m2s−1,
which, in turn, defines a spin-diffusion radius ld. Again, using the longest spin-lattice relaxation time in
the inhomogeneous region at 1 T (T1=44.6 s):
ld =
√
2DT1 = 319 nm
This is almost two orders of magnitude larger than the direct dipole radius, requiring regions with
different relaxation rates to be separated by hundreds of lattice constants.
Since the spin diffusion and direct dipole lengthscales scale differently with relaxation time (∝ T 1/21 vs.
∝ T 1/31 ), gyromagnetic ratio (∝ γ vs. ∝ γ2/3), and lattice constant (∝ a vs. no dependence), the spin
diffusion scale will not be the larger of the two for every material. Since ld represents the minimum scale for
variations in local relaxation rate to give nonexponential behavior, the larger of the two should be taken as
the relevant constraint.
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6.3 Possible mechanisms
The rest of this chapter is devoted to possible mechanisms for our data. The properties that we are looking
for, in no particular order, are:
• The mechanism must enhance spin-lattice relaxation at low temperature.
• The mechanism must be inhomogeneous, with variations in the relaxation rate occuring over at least
hundreds of nanometers and persisting on a scale of 102 seconds or longer.
• The relaxation from this mechanism must be suppressed by increasing magnetic field, either by directly
suppressing the mechanism, or by a roll-off in the spectral density of fluctuations.
• The mechanism should depend, at least weakly, on disorder introduced by quenching.
Finally, while not necessary, it would be aesthetically appealing if the mechanism could generate a large
Nernst coefficient!
6.4 Gaussian fluctuations
At first glance, thermal fluctuations of the amplitude of the superconducting order parameter are an attrac-
tive explanation for our data. DC magnetization measurements have seen evidence of pairing fluctuations
up to 2× Tc [34], nearly identical to the onset temperature of the unidentified inhomogeneous region in the
spin-lattice relaxation. These fluctuations are known to affect T1 (more on this below), and could explain
the anomalous Nernst signal as well [65].
While this mechanism would not a priori predict the inhomogeneity observed in the relaxation data, this
could be explained by disorder frozen in at the ethylene glass transition causing local variations in one of
the relevant parameters (e.g. mean free path). More problematic is that the relaxation continues becoming
more inhomogeneous well below Tc.
An extremely detailed analysis of the effect of pairing fluctuations on T1 in layered superconductors was
published by Eschrig et al [17]. Their derivation modifies Moriya’s approach (equation 6.4) to include dipole
interaction with non-s-wave electrons, and calculates perturbative corrections to the electron spin suscepti-
bility (the “anomalous Maki-Thompson process”) and density of states. Since this is a hyperfine interaction,
the absence of inhomogeneous relaxation in 13C data is a problem with this explanation. Regardless, we
compare our 1H data to Eschrig et al’s predictions below.
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Eschrig’s field-dependent calculations make use of a dimensionless field b (not to be confused with our
stretching exponent):
b =
4|e|B
h¯c
(
h¯vF
2pikBTc
)2
. (6.7)
For Fermi velocity vF = 4 × 104 m/s [21], we get b = 0.105 at 1 T. Their results also depend strongly
(e.g. the shift in T1 can change sign) on an inelastic scattering parameter α:
α =
h¯
2piτkBTc
, (6.8)
where 1/τ is the inelastic scattering rate. Eschrig estimates this parameter using a mean free path
l ≈ 5ξ0; for κ-Br this yields τ ≈ 5ξ0/vF = 4.6 × 10−13 s (which is quite close to the τ = 3.6 × 10−13 s
from Shubnikov-de Haas measurements [44]). This value of τ gives α = 0.22, close to the α ≈ 0.2 for high-
Tc cuprates. Figure 6.4 shows a prediction from [17] for a d-wave superconductor with similar scattering
parameter at various magnetic fields (left), compared with our data (right).
Figure 6.4: Left: scaled spin-lattice relaxation due to fluctuations for a d-wave superconductor at different
magnetic fields, from [17]. Right: scaled κ-Br 1H data. Left figure reprinted with permission from author
and American Physical Society.
The vertical axes in both plots are δ(T1T )
−1/(T1T )−1N ; the shift in (T1T )
−1 from the normal-state value,
normalized by the normal state value (Eschrig et al also scale by their expansion parameter Tc/EF ). The
horizontal axes are normalized temperature.
Clearly, this mechanism does not explain our data. Eschrig et al predict a negative change in the
relaxation rate that is field-independent above Tc and turns sharply below the transition
1; we observe a
1For an s-wave superconductor, Eschrig et al predict a change in relaxation rate that would change from positive to negative
over our range of field values.
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positive change in the rate that is field-dependent well above Tc and shows no qualitative change in behavior
at the transition.
It is possible, of course, that superconducting fluctuations do affect the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation
rate in κ-Br, but that they are rendered unmeasureable by the inhomogeneous effect in 1H and the strongly
temperature-dependent Korringa constant in 13C.
6.5 Flux vortices
Relaxation by flux vortices is another natural mechanism to investigate- the previous 1H NMR studies on
κ-Br showed a dramatic increase in T−11 due to vortex motion [15, 25, 42]. Vortices can exchange heat with
nuclear spins in two ways: Korringa-style relaxation from the normal-state electrons within the vortex core,
and BPP-style relaxation from the fluctuating field created by a bending vortex. Since the low-temperature
vortex peak in T−11 (as well as the inhomogeneous region) is enhanced well above the Korringa line, we can
infer that the latter is relevant here. The effect’s absence in 13C data would thus be explained.
The distance between vortices, for a triangular lattice, is [9]:
d = 1.075
√
φ0
H0
,
giving d =48 nm for H0 =1 T. Since this is over an order of magnitude smaller than λ‖, the distance
over which the magnetic field falls off from the center of the vortex, the inhomogeneity cannot come from a
distribution of distances to vortices (e.g. protons closer to a vortex relaxing faster). The second moment of
the variations in field, for a triangular lattice, is [9]:
〈∆B2〉 = cφ
2
0
λ4‖
,
where c = 3.7 × 10−3. At low temperature, this corresponds to a field fluctuation with an rms value
of about 2 Gauss. When the temperature is increased toward Tc, this value (and the associated relaxation
rate) should drop precipitously as λ‖ diverges.
Bulaevskii et al derived a model for nuclear spin-lattice relaxation by “vorton” vibrations in a vortex
lattice [10]. The general behavior depends on whether the Larmor frequency ωL is larger or smaller than
the maximum shear vorton frequency ωs,
ωs =
BΦ0
16piλ2abη
. (6.9)
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Figure 6.5: Left: magnetic field scaling of the relaxation rate for different values of the maximum tilt vorton
frequency ωt, from the model of Bulaevskii et al [10]. Right: field dependence of the κ-Br relaxation rate
(with approximate Korringa contribution subtracted) at 8 K (upper left), 10 K (upper right), 15 K (lower
left), and 20 K (lower right).
Bulaevskii used the viscocity η as an adjustable parameter; we estimate it using the Bardeen-Stephen
equation (with normal state resistivity ρn =8.9×10−12 s):
ηBS =
Φ20
2piξ2abc
2ρn
≈ 6× 10−12 gm
cm× s .
Plugging this in to equation (6.9), and using B = 1 T,
ωs =
(2.067× 10−7 G× cm2)(104 G)
16pi(10−2 cm)2(6.21× 10−12gm/cms) ≈ 66 GHz.
This is two orders of magnitude larger than the Larmor frequencies our measurements are taken at. In
the ωL  ωs limit, Bulaevskii et al predict a relaxation rate,
W¯v =
γ2n
4ξabλ2ab
coth
(
h¯ωL
2T
)
tan−1
(
ωL
ωt
)
, (6.10)
where ωt is the maximum tilt vorton frequency. Figure 6.5 (left) shows the scaling of W¯v with mag-
netic field for a range of values of ωt. If ωL  ωt, then W¯v ≈ 1/H0. If ωL  ωt, then W¯v is roughly
field-independent. Figure 6.5 (right) shows the field scaling of our observed relaxation rate with Korringa
contribution2 subtracted at four temperates, two above and two below Tc. While a (noisy) 1/H0 dependence
is conceivable, the weak temperature dependence is a cause for concern with this explanation- Bulaevskii et
al predict that the rate should scale with 1/ξabλ
2
ab, which we would expect to change dramatically betwen
8 K (≈ 0.7× Tc) and 20 K (≈ 1.7× Tc).
2Note: this subtraction does not take into account the decrease in Korringa rate below Tc.
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6.6 Phase fluctuations
The predictions for the effect of thermal phase fluctuations on T1 are somewhat murkier than those for
flux vortices. Like a flux vortex, each thermal vortex should trap one quantum of flux, so the scale of the
associated field fluctuation is determined by the area over which that flux is distributed. Whereas the flux
vortex’s size is determined by λ‖, we have no comparable lengthscale for the size of a thermal vortex, making
its effect on T1 difficult to predict
3.
We also do not have a prediction for the density of these vortices, or how that density should change
with magnetic field. If the phase fluctuations are dilute and long-lived, the inhomogeneity in T1 could
be explained (e.g. nuclei that have spent more time near a diffusing vortex relax faster), as well as its
temperature dependence (at low temperature, the vortices become more dilute and less mobile, leading to
a broader distribution of nuclear relaxation rates). The primary problem with phase fluctuations as an
explanation for the inhomogeneous relaxation in κ-Br is the lack of any change at Tc. If there is a Kosterlitz-
Thouless transition at this temperature, then we would expect the different dynamics of bound and unbound
vortex-antivortex pairs to result in differing spin-lattice relaxation below and above Tc, respectively. We do
not have a quantitative model for how large this change should be, though we expect it to be smaller at
higher field (since at higher field, the vortex-antivortex imbalance is larger, so a smaller fraction of the phase
fluctuations participate in the Kosterlitz-Thouless transition).
6.7 Antiferromagnetic phase separation
The rate of cooling through the ethylene glass transition at Tg ≈78 K has been shown to affect κ-Br’s
low-temperature electronic properties, such as penetration depth [1], electronic specific heat [73], infrared
reflectance [85], and magnetic susceptibility [75]. This is typically attributed to a “phase separation” in
which regions of the sample become antiferromagnetic.
Clear NMR evidence of the antiferromagnetic transition is seen in two isostructural compounds; κ-
Cl [35, 49, 68] and deuterated κ-Br [48]. Each exhibit two experimental signatures: a peak in (T1T )
−1
around the Nee´l transition, and a line splitting below it (Figure 6.6). In both materials, TN is approximately
27 K, close to the onset of inhomogeneous relaxation in κ-Br (Figure 6.7).
It is possible that the observed inhomogeneous relaxation in κ-Br has an antiferromagnetic origin. Con-
sider the following cartoon picture: when κ-Br is cooled through Tg, the quenched disorder locally changes
3We know of one theoretical article treating the NQR T1 for vortices near a Kosterlitz-Thouless transition. Fay et al [18]
use the penetration depth to set the vortex size, and predict fluctuation effects only in a small temperature range below the
mean-field Tc.
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Figure 6.6: 1H NMR evidence of the antiferromagnetic transition in κ-Cl [49]. Left: spin-lattice relaxation
rate divided by temperature, showing a large enhancement near the Nee´l transition at 27 K. Right: splitting
of the NMR line with the onset of antiferromagnetic ordering. Figures reprinted with permission from the
author and American Physical Society.
the interaction between electron spins on neighboring sites, spatially varying the frustration (Figure 6.8).
This makes some regions of the sample more amenable to antiferromagnetic ordering than others. Below
some temperature TN , small metastable AF phases appear in these regions. Since long-range antiferromag-
netism is not achievable, the order parameter winds up losing correlation over a relatively short timescale
determined by temperature and size of the AF region (but less than ≈ 10−6 s). Stated differently, since
there is no long-range antiferromagnetic order, the energy cost of spin-wave fluctuations remains small.
Since the antiferromagnetic fraction is small, and the order parameter is correlated on timescales signifi-
cantly faster than T ∗2 (motionally narrowing the AF splitting), any changes in the spectrum will be difficult
to measure. Nuclei in the AF regions relax quickly, then, with spin-diffusion connecting them thermally to
nuclei in other regions (leading to a distribution of relaxation rates). We would expect this effect to continue
unmolested through the superconducting transition, as both the AF regions and spin diffusion will be un-
affected. We would also expect this effect (and associated inhomogeneity) to become larger as temperature
decreases, as the AF correlation time approaches the Larmor period, and Korringa-law relaxation becomes
slower.
If this picture explains the 1H relaxation, then (since the hyperfine coupling is involved) the effect’s
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Figure 6.7: The onset of the inhomogeneous T−11 enhancement in κ-Br in (T1T )
−1 (left) and b (right).
Within our error limits, both are field-independent.
Figure 6.8: Cartoon of a κ-Br lattice with quenched disorder. Dotted lines represent equilibrium positions.
absence in 13C must be investigated. If the antiferromagnetic regions are small and dilute, then we can
expect them to affect the relaxation of spins within a spin diffusion radius ld. This radius will be different
for each nuclear species in the same sample, as both the diffusion constant D (∝ γ2) and the timescale T1
will be change. We can compare, then, the volume of 1H spins relaxed to the volume of 13C spins relaxed:4
1V
13V
=
1l3d
13l3d
=
√ 1D ×1 T1
13D ×13 T1
3 = (√ (1.14× 10−15 m2s−1)× (44.6 s)
(7.12× 10−17 m2s−1)× (0.5 s)
)3
≈ 5× 104.
This means that the fraction of 13C spins being relaxed inhomogeneously is four orders of magnitude
smaller than the fraction of 1H spins. It is possible, then, that this phase separation exists and manifests
4We are ignoring any effect of heteronuclear dipole coupling between the carbon and hydrogen spins; due to the large
difference in Zeeman energies we expect mutual spin-flips to be suppressed.
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itself in low-field 13C spin-lattice relaxation as an extremely small (and previously unnoticed) inhomogeneous
component.
6.8 Stripes/spin-density waves
One of the more esoteric mechanisms we have considered is the emergence of a striped phase in κ-Br below
25 K, similar to the one observed in a number of hole-doped high-Tc materials. The antiferromagnetic
background leads to an effective short-range interaction between holes. Competition between this and the
long-range Coulomb repulsion causes mobile holes to arrange themselves into “rivers” of charge [12].
We began investigating to this possibility because of the the similar stretched-exponential behavior
in 139La spin-lattice relaxation in La1.88Sr0.12CuO4 [46] and La1.8−xEu0.2SrxCuO4 [12]. The physics of
139La relaxation is somewhat different than that of 1H; the nucleus is spin-7/2, so it is sensitive (via the
quadrupole Hamiltonian) to the changes in electric field gradient resulting from charge-ordering. It also
has a gyromagnetic ratio roughly seven times smaller than that of hydrogen; its spin-equilibration radius,
ld ≈ 0.8 A˚, is less than one lattice constant. The processes allowing lanthanum nuclei to directly exchange
heat are negligble; the distribution of relaxation rates must come from a distribution of correlation times
in one or more of the parameters in the spin Hamiltonian. Interestingly, this distribution appears to be
independent of any quenched disorder in the system; rather, the nucleation of striped regions appears self-
generate disorder [46].
The other NMR signature of stripes in doped LSCO is the “signal wipeout”, in which the integrated spin
echo of 17O or 63,65Cu drops dramatically below the charge-ordering temperature. This is interpreted to be
a consequence of slow modulation of the hyperfine coupling [12].
The obvious problem with interpreting our stretched-exponential data as evidence of stripes is that κ-Br
is not a hole-doped material. Since the superconductor-insulator phase boundary in the organics is controlled
by pressure and not doping, there is not a clear analogue to the microscopic picture of stripes in the cuprates.
As Emery and Kivelson said in their paper on the possibility of stripes in ET-based materials, “It is not
completely obvious in what sense pressure can be identified with a density of doped holes.” [16]
This concern aside, if there is a striped phase in κ-Br, it could generate stretched-exponential relaxation
in 1H so long as the glassy behavior is related to domains of size > ld. The NMR papers we have found
on striped systems do not discuss magnetic field dependence (except for higher fields, near Hc2, in which
the striped phase is enhanced by the suppression of superconductivity [83]). If the stripe dynamics are
truly glassy, however, a field dependence could be generated by BPP-style relaxation averaged over a broad
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distribution of correlation times. In the limit in which this distribution is uniform for a few decades around
the Larmor frequency, the relaxation rate (in this case, the area under the curves in Figure 6.1) would scale
approximately as 1/H0.
Our relaxation measurements were made using solid echoes to probe the magnetization; since this se-
quence refocuses dipole coupling it should be relatively insensitive to modulation of the hyperfine coupling
(and thus would not be expected to show the “wipeout” effect). With a larger hyperfine and lower dipole
coupling than 1H, the 13C nuclei would be a far better probe of this effect.
A mechanism that generates its own disorder could help answer an important question regarding κ-Br:
while the cooling-rate dependences of a number of low-temperature electronic properties in the material
are generally attributed to disorder quenched in at the ethylene glass transition [1, 73, 75, 85], diffraction
measurements see no evidence5 of the purported ethylene glass at low temperature [82]. The presence of a
striped phase could explain the cooling-rate dependences without requiring structural disorder.
A related possibility is the onset of a spin-density wave (SDW) state. A two-dimensional SDW has been
proposed as an explanation for the linewidth transition seen in 13C NMR in κ-Br [13]. Incommensurate
SDWs have been shown to produce stretched-exponential spin-lattice relaxation in 13C NMR in one of
the Bechgaard salts [2]. While, like stripes, a SDW state would provide a convenient explanation for the
anomalous Nernst signal seen in κ-Br, the lack of nonexponential relaxation in 13C is a serious problem with
this model.
6.9 Paramagnetic impurities
Relaxation by paramagnetic impurities is a classic case that gives stretched exponential behavior, so (though
we have no specific reason to believe our samples contain magnetic impurities) it should be considered here.
Powell and McKenzie performed a detailed study on the impurities introduced by quenching κ-Br through
the ethylene glass transition, and concluded that these are nonmagnetic in nature [53]. Both of the samples
in which we have measured stretched-exponential relaxation were fabricated by the same group at the same
time, so if magnetic impurities were introduced during the crystal growing process, both could be affected.
In 1960, W. E. Blumberg showed that solids containing paramagnetic impurities in the absence of spin
diffusion exhibit stretched exponential spin-lattice relaxation, with b = 0.5 [8]. This behavior (combined
with Korringa relaxation) has been observed in powdered κ-(NCS) below Tc [29]. If spin diffusion is present,
the stretching exponent can vary between 0.5 and 1 [43]; to our knowledge, no algebraic expression for the
5Wolter et al [82] only consider “eclipsed” versus “staggered” states in their analysis, and make no mention of the two
possible conformations of each state (e.g. “left-handed” and “right-handed” mirror images). For this reason, I do not believe
that an ethylene glass has been rigorously ruled out.
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relaxation function exists in this case.
McHenry and Silbernagel report four different expressions for T1 (temporarily ignoring b) by paramagnetic
impurities, via different interactions (transverse dipolar, longitudinal dipolar, RKKY, and virtual scattering
processes) [43]. For the dominant effect, longitudinal dipolar relaxation, the relaxation rate for a single spin
coupled to a single impurity is:
T−11 =
1
r6
(
9(γmγnh¯)
2S2
∂BS(x)
∂x
τ
1 + (τωL)2
)
sin2 θ cos2 θ, (6.11)
where r is the distance to the impurity, θ is the angle between the static magnetic field and a line between
the nucleus and impurity, γm is the gyromagnetic ratio of the impurity, and τ is the correlation time of the
field generated by the impurity. BS(x) is the Brillouin function, which gives the equilibrium magnetization
of a paramagnet:
BS(x) =
2S + 1
2S
coth
(
2S + 1
2S
x
)
− 1
2S
coth
(
1
2S
x
)
,
with x ≡ gµBSB/kBT . While the relationship between equation 6.11 and the actual sample-averaged T1
would depend on a few unknowns (the type of impurity, impurity concentration, and temperature dependent
correlation time), we can still use this relation to obtain the field and temperature dependence.
The field dependence of equation 6.11 comes from the derivative of the Brillouin function ∂BS(x)/∂x
and from the BPP component τ/(1 + (τωL)
2). In the temperature range of interest, the former scales as
1/H20 (Figure 6.9), and the latter can scale weakly with H0 (for τωL  1) or as 1/H20 (for τωL  1). This
puts the field dependence between 1/H20 and 1/H
4
0 . The field-dependence observed in our data, however, is
closer to 1/H0 (Figure 6.10). Since the “best fit” shown in Figure 6.10 is extremely poor, the uncertainties
both in T0 and τ0 are huge. This may account for the unreasonably slow correlation time for the impurities
(tens of microseconds at room temperature) from the fit.
The 8 K and 10 K data may be slightly inaccurate, since the approximate Korringa contribution that
we subtracted did not take into account the decrease in hyperfine relaxation below Tc. Any correction
would shift them up a small amount but not change the field dependence appreciably, so the fit to impurity
relaxation would not be improved.
Two other NMR measurements could rule out the possibility of paramagnetic relaxation. The first would
be to collect more reliable spectrum data at low temperature, and look for a component to the linewidth
and shift that follows a Brillouin function. The second would be to extend the T1 measurements reported
here to lower fields. The minimum value of b that we have observed is about 0.5; this value shows a clear
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Figure 6.9: Derivative of the Brillouin function BS(x) with respect to x, plotted against 1/H
2
0 , for S = 1/2.
field dependence (Figure 6.11). If b continues decreasing as the field is lowered further, then paramagnetic
impurities can be ruled out.
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Figure 6.10: Best fit of longitudinal dipolar relaxation (equation 6.11) for S=1/2 to κ-Br spin-lattice relax-
ation, with approximate Korringa contribution subtracted. The correlation time was assumed to follow an
Arrhenius temperature dependence τ(T ) = τ0 exp(T0/T ), for τ0 = 4× 10−5 s and T0 = 1 K.
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Figure 6.11: Minimum value of the stretching exponent b for different field values.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
While we have not unambiguously determined the mechanism responsible for inhomogeneous 1H spin-lattice
relaxation in κ-Br, we can rule out a number of possibilities.
None of the mechanisms directly associated with superconductivity seem fit the observed behavior. The
theories for Gaussian fluctuations and flux vortices are well-developed, so we can show conclusively that they
predict behavior quite different from what we have observed. Less specific predictions for phase fluctuations
and Kosterlitz-Thouless transitions in a magnetic field are available, but the inhomogeneity and lack of a
cusp or discontinuity at Tc suggest that this model is incorrect as well. This does not necessarily present a
problem with Nam et al’s interpretation of their anomalous Nernst signal; the thermal vortices may just be
too large to show up in the NMR relaxation.
Though relaxation by paramagnetic impurities would explain the inhomogeneity, the field dependence
does not match the (albeit noisy) dependence seen in our data. This could be ruled out more effectively by
collecting relaxation data at lower fields- both to establish a cleaner field dependence, and to look for values
of the stretching exponent b below 0.5.
Antiferromagnetic phase separation appears to be the most likely explanation. While phase separation
would explain the inhomogeneity, as well as the the temperature, orientation, and cooling rate dependence,
it is unclear whether this could explain the Nernst effect. It should be noted, though, that neither antifer-
romagnetic phase separation nor the anomalous Nernst effect are seen in κ-(NCS).
Any future 1H NMR experiments on κ-Br should focus on reliable linewidth and Knight shift data. This
could be accomplished either by collecting continuous-wave spectra (to circumnavigate our pasing problems)
or by revisiting the line-narrowing experiments that we tinkered with on an earlier sample. Both paramagnets
and antiferromagnets have characteristic temperature and field dependences to their susceptibilities; the
Knight shift would be an excellent probe of this.
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Appendix A
Spin Echo Decay in a Stochastic Field
A.1 Introduction
The following derivation provides an analytic expression for fitting spin echo decay that extends into the
situations in which the decay may be nonexponential. We treat the simple case of a fluctuating field described
by one or more Gauss-Markov processes, so that we can calculate the exact result as a second-order cumulant.
The fitting parameters are the variances σ2 and correlation times τc. The case treated here is for a line
centered at the origin without dipole coupling1. More general techniques for characterizing stochastic motion
in NMR will be treated in the following appendix.
A Dyson time-ordering operator is implied throughout this derivation. Dirac kets (|Ix〉) represent vectors
in Liouville space, the Liouvillian L is the Hamiltonian commutation superoperator (L(t)A ≡ h¯−1[H(t), A]),
and inner products (〈A|B〉) represent the Hilbert-Schmidt trace norm2. Curly braces represent ensemble
averaging over stochastic parameters.
We write the normalized time-domain NMR free induction decay S(t) as the ensemble average over the
rotating frame operator |Ix〉 acting on the time-dependent spin density matrix |ρ(t)〉, which is in turn given
by the solution of the Liouville-von Neumann equation of motion for a spin system initially prepared in the
x direction (e.g. by starting the experiment with a (pi/2)Y¯ pulse):
S(t) ≡
{ 〈Ix|ρ(t)〉
〈Ix|Ix〉
}
=
{
〈Ix| e−i
∫ t
0
dt′L(t′) |Ix〉
〈Ix|Ix〉
}
. (A.1)
Our goal is to fit S(t) to the properties of parameters in L. Attempting this by direct expansion of
(A.1) is unwieldy: while we know, empirically, that S(t) usually follows a modified exponential decay, series
expansion of (A.1) gives a polynomial with each term built from progressively clumsier covariances. Any
1The effect of an offset of ωo can be added by multiplying the result by exp(−iωot) for an FID (the echo height will be
unaffected). Dipole-dipole decay can be approximated by multiplying the result of either derivation by exp(− 1
2
< ∆ω2d > t
2),
where < ∆ω2d > is the Van Vleck dipole 2nd moment.
2This notation might seem overwrought, but it has the virtue of being extremely compact when this method is extended
to more complicated situations- the Liouvillian manages the explosion of terms at higher orders, keeping them organized into
nested commutators.
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finite-order approximation will never give us a converging function, making fits to experimental data difficult.
Consider, on the other hand, the cumulant function ψ(t):
S(t) = eψ(t). (A.2)
Though the nth order term in an expansion of ψ depends on the nth order covariances we would have
to calculate from Maclaurin expanding (A.1) [31], a finite-order cumulant expansion gives us a converging
function that can easily be fit to empirical signal decays. Even if the expansion is approximate, it has a
much greater capacity to shed light on the microscopic behavior of the sample being studied.
A.2 The first few cumulants
We rewrite ψ as
ψ(t) = ln
{
〈Ix| e−i
∫ t
0
dt′L(t′) |Ix〉
〈Ix|Ix〉
}
, (A.3)
where  is an expansion parameter. We will expand around  = 0 and then set the parameter to unity:
ψ(t, ) =
∑
n=0
n
n!
[(
d
d
)n
ψ(t, )
]
=0
(A.4)
A.2.1 Zeroth cumulant
ψ0 = ψ(t, )=0 = ln
( 〈Ix|Ix〉
〈Ix|Ix〉
)
= 0 (A.5)
A.2.2 First cumulant
ψ1 =
[
d
d
ψ(t, )
]
=0
= −i
{〈
Ix|
∫ t
0
dt′L(t′)|Ix
〉}
〈Ix|Ix〉 = 0 (A.6)
While the numerator of this expression is zero for any Hamiltonian (due to the cyclic permutation
symmetry of traces), it is easy to see why it is zero for the NMR case of a secular Zeeman Hamiltonian, as
L |Ix〉 ∝ |Iy〉 and 〈Ix|Iy〉 = 0.
A.2.3 Second cumulant
The second-order cumulant gives our first nontrivial term:
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[(
d
d
)2
ψ(t, )
]
=0
= −
〈Ix|Ix〉
{
〈Ix|
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2L(t1)L(t2) |Ix〉
}
+
{
〈Ix|
∫ t
0
dt′L(t′) |Ix〉
}2
| 〈Ix|Ix〉 |2 (A.7)
= −
{
〈Ix|
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2L(t1)L(t2) |Ix〉
}
〈Ix|Ix〉
The change in integration limits is due to time-ordering.
A.3 Application to NMR data
In order to generate a model for NMR data from the above expansion, we write down a simple stochastic
rotating-frame spin Hamiltonian:
|H(t)〉 = −h¯
∑
i
Ωi(t) |Izi〉 , (A.8)
where Ωi(t) is the frequency offset of spin i, which could be any combination of chemical shift, Knight
shift, or heteronuclear dipole coupling. As mentioned above, we treat the case where Ωi(t) is a stationary
Gauss-Markov process, with mean
∫∞
0
dt′Ωi(t′) = 0, standard deviation σi, and correlation time τci. The
field at different sites is uncorrelated, such that the autocorrelation is {Ωi(t1)Ωj(t2)} = δijσ2i e−|t1−t2|/τci .
A.3.1 Free induction decay
Before we calculate an echo decay, we work the simpler case of the FID. Applying the above Hamiltonian
to the second cumulant (A.7),
ψ2 = −
{
〈Ix|
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2L(t1)L(t2) |Ix〉
}
〈Ix|Ix〉
= −
∑
i
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2{Ωi(t1)Ωi(t2)} 〈Iyi|Iyi〉∑
i,j 〈Ixi|Ixj〉
= − 1
N
∑
i
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2{Ωi(t1)Ωi(t2)}, (A.9)
where N is the number of spins. We can make use of the fact that for a stationary function f(t1, t2):
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∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2f(t1, t2) =
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2f(t1 − t2)
= 2
∫ t
0
dτ(t− τ)f(τ).
This gives us
ψ2 = − 2
N
∑
i
∫ t
0
dτ(t− τ)σ2i e−τ/τci ;
for a single process (σ and τc the same for all spins):
ψ2 = −2
(
σ2τc
[
t+ τc
(
e−t/τc − 1
)])
. (A.10)
The FID is given by S(t) = exp(− 12ψ2). In the rigid-lattice limit (τc  t), to leading order in t, this
simplifies to the expected Gaussian:
SRL(t) = e
− 12σ2t2 .
In the opposite limit (τc  t), (A.10) gives the classic motionally-narrowed Lorentzian:
SMN (t) = e
−σ2τct.
A.3.2 Hahn echo
Using the same approach, we can derive a relation for the height of a spin echo at time t (e.g. a pulse spacing
of t/2).
In the toggling frame, the sign of the Zeeman Hamiltonian is reversed between the pi/2 pulse and the
pi pulse. The autocorrelation {Ω(t1)Ω(t2)}, then, will pick up a negative sign whenever t1 and t2 are on
opposite sides of the pi pulse. This breaks the integration in (A.9) into three pieces:
ψ2(t) = −
(∫ t/2
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 +
∫ t
t/2
dt1
∫ t1
t/2
dt2 −
∫ t
t/2
dt1
∫ t/2
0
dt2
)
σ2e−|t1−t2|/τc
= −2σ2τc
(
t+ τc
[
4e−t/2τc − e−t/τc − 3
])
. (A.11)
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When the local field is correlated on times much longer than the pulse spacing, the first nonzero terms
in A.11 are at cubic order:
SRL(t) = e
−σ2t312τc
In the motional-narrowing limit, we recover the FID result:
SMN (t) = e
−σ2τct.
This should not be surprising, as in this limit, the system does not have memory on the scale of the pulse
spacing.
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Appendix B
Characterizing Slow Stochastic
Fluctuations with the Stimulated
Echo Experiment
B.1 Introduction
Most of the formalisms used in motional NMR derive from the fast-motion case, in which field fluctuations
are correlated on timescales on the order of 2pi/ωL or faster. Motion in this regime is simple, for a very
fundamental reason: each data point in our saturation recovery or FID represents the cumulative effect of a
large number of independent fluctuations. Any non-Markovian effects are usually too short-lived to observe,
and (due to the central limit theorem) the fluctuations always appear Gaussian. Every stochastic process
looks more or less like every other; this has enabled a small number of extremely general treatments (most
notably, the BPP result [7] and later extension by Redfield [57]) of the effect of fast motion on NMR data.
Necessarily, this means that (potentially interesting) details of the system are lost when correlation times
are short. The double-edged sword of slow-motion NMR is that we can recover these details, at the cost
of losing our simple, general, T1-style methods of interpreting data. Most established tools for studying
slow fluctuations in NMR (some are reviewed in the next section) have avoided exploiting this fundamental
difference. To wit: figure B.1 shows example trajectories of fluctuating fields for two different systems (e.g.
the value of the instantaneous resonance frequency as a function of time).
Figure B.1: Simulated trajectories for spins in a drifting (left) or hopping (right) field.
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Both of these processes have a Gaussian prior distribution, both have the same variance, and both
have exponential autocorrelations. This means that standard NMR techniques, like spin echo decay or spin
locking, cannot tell the difference- but clearly, the physics is not the same! The goal of this appendix is to
treat this problem as generally as possible (in the context of a particular pulse sequence); the aim is not to
model a specific process, but rather to provide a framework for constructing (and testing) any model.
A secondary goal is to provide a new tool for addressing NMR’s reliance on extrinsic variables. In
condensed matter physics, the exact values of standard NMR measures (like T1 or line position) are rarely
discussed in detail; rather, their functional dependence on variables like temperature, orientation, or magnetic
field is the primary concern. Changing these parameters can affect what an NMR experiment measures,
however. For example, a field-dependence in T1 could imply a physical mechanism that is actually field-
dependent, or it could simply be a consequence of the different measurements probing the spectral density of
transverse field fluctuations at different points. A sudden increase in linewidth as temperature is decreased
could signal the onset of a new phenomenon, or it could just show the point where the correlation time
characterizing a previously-existing phenomenon crossed T ∗2 .
This appendix should show that, by careful analysis of the right pulse sequence, we can extract meaningful
information by separately adjusting the parameters that affect the interesting physics (temperature, field,
orientation, cooling rate, etc) and the parameters that do not (e.g. pulse sequence variables).
B.2 Background
Papers treating slow-motion NMR problems can generally be divided into one of two camps: those that fit
their data to empirical decay constants (T2, T1ρ, T1e, etc.) and those that presuppose a model and fit their
data to microscopic parameters (diffusion constants, correlation times, etc.). The techniques employed are
usually spin-echo decays [27, 45, 55, 56] or stroboscopic sequences (CPMG, pulsed spinlocking, etc) [38, 39,
58, 59, 63, 70, 76, 77]. Both types of techniques have strengths and weaknesses, and both are difficult, for
different reasons, to use for characterizing different types of processes.
B.2.1 Spin-echo decay
Hahn echoes have the virtue of being a simple, straightforward experiment; however, two main factors limit
their applicability for characterizing fluctuations. First, Hamiltonian terms that are bilinear and quadratic
in spin operators are not refocused by the pi pulse, so the echo’s sensitivity is severely limited by static dipole
and quadrupole couplings when correlation times are not on the scale of T ∗2 . Second, distinguishing details
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of different types of stochastic processes are stored in cumulant terms of order n > 2 (e.g. extensions of the
derivation in the previous appendix). These are often difficult to calculate, and yield decays that may not
differ substantially until longer times (when the signal-to-noise is lowest).
B.2.2 Stroboscopic pulse sequences
Stroboscopic techniques are attractive largely for one reason: a decay can be measured in a one-dimensional
experiment, drastically reducing the time required. Unfortunately, these techniques introduce a variety of
complications. As the magnetization is necessarily stored in the xy plane for much of the experiment, a
time-reversal sequence of some sort is required. Even for simple sequences (like the Carr-Purcell lineage),
with carefully-calibrated pulses and under ideal conditions, the cumulative effects of finite pulsewidth can
cause complicated, long-lived coherences [36]. With no formal criterion available for the convergence of
the Magnus expansion, it is difficult to know the scale of any effects caused by higher-order terms1. The
signal decay, then, is an amalgam of the decay due to stochastic motion (that we are interested in) and to
imperfections in pulse calibration, cumulative finite-pulse effects, and higher-order expansion terms.
A deeper problem with stroboscopic methods is that they rely on the use of average Hamiltonian theory
(AHT) to simplify a periodic toggling-frame Hamiltonian [60, 70, 76]. The Hamiltonian is only periodic
after an ensemble average has been taken, however; this property is broken locally by the very fluctuations
we are interested in. During the sequence, these fluctuations cause different spins to travel along different
trajectories through phase space, mapping them onto a distribution of orientations that will tend to grow with
each cycle.2 The properties of the stochastic process we wish to investigate are encoded in this distribution;
any detailed study of motion will be fundamentally limited by the use of a technique that starts out by
removing it. It is possible that the effect of fluctuations could be rigorously included after coherent averaging
using the stochastic Liouville equation (SLE),3 if a convenient method could be derived for mapping this
distribution onto a Markov superoperator (similar to the derivation of a fluctuation-dissipation theorem).
Existing SLE treatments of stroboscopic techniques, however, posit extremely simple forms of Γ in order to
acheive analytically solvable results [76].
The pulse sequence used in this appendix, the “stimulated echo,” has much more in common with spin
echo techniques than stroboscopic techniques. As we will see in the next section, the addition of an extra
delay time will have dramatic effects on our data. The sequence can be interpreted without using AHT,
and since the magnetization is stored in the z direction for the bulk of the experiment, its sensitivity to
1This problem is exacerbated by the broad linewidths we see in low-temperature physics.
2This dephasing process has the consequence of (like the spin echo) fundamentally limiting the sensitivity of stroboscopic
methods to correlations near a particular timescale (in this case, the cycle time instead of T ∗2 ) [59].
3|ρ˙(t)〉 = −(iL− Γ) |ρ(t)〉, where Γ is a Markov superoperator.
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fluctuations is not tied to a particular dynamical timescale.
B.3 The Stimulated echo
Figure B.2: The stimulated echo pulse sequence. Phase cycling schemes vary the final pulse with respect to
the first two; for our methods, θ is usually set to Y or Y¯ .
The stimulated echo (Figure B.2) was first introduced by Hahn in his original paper on spin echoes [22].
We were first inspired to study it by the work of Becerra et al on the diffusion of CO adsorbed on platinum
(Figure B.3) [4]. The structure is fairly simple: the first two pulses modulate the longitudinal polarization
of each spin by its offset frequency. The final pulse probes that ensemble after some time Tev. The final
pulse is alternated in phase relative to the preparing pulses (to cancel any transverse coherences) and may
be replaced with a spin echo. Generally, Tev  tp, T ∗2 .
We make three assumptions in the following derivation:
• The spectrum is primarily broadened by Zeeman or hyperfine interactions.
• The local magnetic field is correlated on the timescale of tp and T ∗2 .
• T1 is constant across the line.
The first two assumptions are important for treating the NMR spectrum Meq(ω) as an un-normalized
probability density function for the static distribution of local fields experienced by the spins; Meq(ω) =
M0p(ω) where the prior distribution p(ω) integrates to 1.
The second and third assumptions are necessary for an analytical treatment of this problem; they may
be broken if we are willing to do a numerical simulation or solve a functional integral (see section B.10).
B.4 T1 =∞ case
If our second assumption is maintained, then the local fields are effectively stationary during tp and during
the FID after the monitoring pulse. Any changes that we measure, then, occur during Tev. The fundamental
question that this experiment is asking, in this limit, is what is the probability of a spin precessing at ω at
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Figure B.3: Stimulated echo spectra (θ =Y) of CO adsorbed on platinum, with fixed preparation time tp.
When Tev is short (bottom spectrum) the stimulated echo shows the equilibrium spectrum times a sine
wave. When Tev  T1 (top spectrum), the equilibrium spectrum is recovered. The shape of the recovery
between these two limits can shed light on slow motion or fluctuation in the sample. Reprinted (adapted)
with permission from [4]. Copyright (1993) American Chemical Society.
the end of the experiment, given that it was at ω0 at the beginning of the experiment? This question is
represented by the conditional distribution P (ω, Tev|ω0, 0).
Of course, NMR measures polarization, not the distributions themselves. Temporarily ignoring spin-
lattice relaxation, the contribution to the polarization at ω at time Tev from spins at ω0 at time 0 is a
product of three quantities:
1. the aforementioned probability for a spin to “move” from ω0 to ω on the spectrum; P (ω, Tev|ω0, 0)
2. the (time-independent) prior probability for a spin to have been at frequency ω0 in the first place;
p(ω0)
3. the polarization of a spin at ω0; sin(ω0tp) for θ = Y
The measured stimulated echo spectrum must consider the above contributions for every value of ω0:
MYz (ω, tp, Tev) = M0
∫
dω0 sin(ω0tp)P (ω, Tev|ω0, 0)p(ω0). (B.1)
We can rewrite this using Bayes’ theorem to pull the prior distribution outside the integral:
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MYz (ω, tp, Tev) = M0p(ω)
∫
dω0 sin(ω0tp)P (ω0, 0|ω, Tev).
The factor outside the integral, M0p(ω), is just the unmodulated NMR spectrum Meq(ω). The integral
is the imaginary component of the conditional characteristic function φ:
φω,Tev (t) ≡
∫
dω0e
iω0tP (ω0, 0|ω, Tev).
The characteristic function of a stochastic variable X,
〈
eitX
〉
, is convenient to work with. Outside of
having some nice symmetries, it is guaranteed to exist, even if the moment-generating function does not. We
can write our stimulated echo data, then, in terms of the unmodulated spectrum (which we can measure)
and a function that contains all of the information of the stochastic process we want to measure:
MYz (ω, tp, Tev) = Meq(ω)Im [φω,Tev (tp)] . (B.2)
If we are inclined to do the experiment twice, we can recover the full characteristic function:
MXz (ω, tp, Tev) + iM
Y
z (ω, tp, Tev) = Meq(ω)φω,Tev (tp).
In all of the cases we have studied, this extra step is not necessary for differentiating between models.
B.5 Finite T1 case
If we consider the relaxation for each spin independently, however (which we are free to do so long as T1
does not depend on frequency), then a spin that starts off with its magnetization modulated by a (with
−1 ≤ a ≤ 1) will relax by:
S(t) =
(
1− (1− a) e−t/T1
)
.
Note that this gives the standard saturation and inversion recovery curves for a = 0 and a = −1,
respectively. We modify the derivation of (B.2) by swapping the modulation function sin(ω0tp) with the
time-dependent modulation
(
1− (1− sin(ω0tp)) e−Tev/T1
)
:
MYz (ω, tp, Tev) = M0
∫
dω0
[
1− (1− sin(ω0tp)) e−Tev/T1
]
p(ω0)P (ω, Tev|ω0, 0)
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= M0
(∫
dω0p(ω0)P (ω, t|ω0, 0)− e−Tev/T1
∫
dω0p(ω0)P (ω, Tev|ω0, 0)
)
+e−Tev/T1
∫
dω0 sin(ω0tp)p(ω0)P (ω, Tev|ω0, 0)
= M0p(ω)
[(
1− e−Tev/T1
)∫
dω0P (ω0, 0|ω, Tev) + e−Tev/T1
∫
dω0 sin(ω0tp)P (ω0, 0|ω, Tev)
]
,
giving
MYz (ω, tp, Tev) = Meq(ω)
[(
1− e−Tev/T1
)
+ e−Tev/T1Im [φω,Tev (tp)]
]
.
The first term on the right-hand side of this equation looks like a saturation recovery. It can obscure the
long-time behavior of the second term, so it is generally prudent to remove it with phase cycling:
M∆Yz (ω, tp, Tev) ≡
1
2
(
MYz (ω, tp, Tev)−M Y¯z (ω, tp, Tev)
)
= e−Tev/T1Meq(ω)Im [φω,Tev (tp)] (B.3)
In addition to cancelling the “saturation recovery” tail, this phase convention is simple to interpret and
is robust against RF inhomogeneity effects (see section B.9). The M∆Yz experiment will be referred to
frequently throughout this appendix.
B.6 Measuring a covariance
Since the characteristic function contains all of the information in the probability density, we could in
principle use this technique to measure a model-independent two-point correlation function in time. To do
so, we would take the following steps:
1. Independently measure T1 and the spectrum Meq(ω).
2. Collect stimulated echo spectra for one value of (tp, Tev) and each of the four possible values of θ;
extend (B.3) to find the characteristic function:
φω,Tev (tp) = e
Tev/T1
M∆Xz (ω, tp, Tev) + iM
∆Y
z (ω, tp, Tev)
Meq(ω)
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3. Repeat for many values of tp; Fourier transform to recover P (ω0, 0|ω, Tev).
4. The value of the correlation function G(t) = 〈ω(t)ω(0)〉−〈ω(t)〉 〈w(0)〉 for this value of t = Tev is given
by:
G(t) =
(∫
dω1
∫
dω2ω1ω2P (ω1, 0|ω2, t)p(ω2)
)
−
(∫
dωωp(ω)
)2
5. Repeat the above process for several values of Tev to fill out G(t).
The obvious problem with this method is the time it would take to collect enough spectra! For most
experiments, a 3D spectroscopy method requiring 103 spectra is completely impractical. Another important
issue is noise- while we expect noise to be evenly distributed throughout our three-dimensional parameter
space, the signal most assuredly is not. To fill out the above integral, then, we would need to waste a lot of
time collecting spectra from regions of parameter space that do not provide much information.
This leads to an important question- what is the minimum amount of data we need to collect to distinguish
between different types of fluctuations? That is, can we make weaker (but still useful) claims about our
sample, in exchange for (a) reducing the data requirements and (b) analysis options more robust against
noisy spectra?
Figure B.4: Different strategies we could implement for varying stimulated echo parameters.
Any microscopic models that we derive will show some sort of decay in Tev, but will generally have
different tp dependences. Instead of making measurements covering the entire parameter space (Figure
B.4a), then, we could sweep tp at fixed Tev to characterize the process, then sweep Tev at fixed tp to fit any
dynamical parameters in the model (Figure B.4b). Alternatively, we could look at the signal decay in Tev
for a few different values of tp, spaced far enough apart that different models will predict distinct differences
between the Tev decays (Figure B.4c).
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B.7 Microscopic models
In this section, we will derive the expected stimulated echo behavior for examples from two classes of
stochastic fluctuations: drifting (e.g. the local magnetic field is undergoing Brownian motion in time) and
hopping (e.g. the local field hops to a new value at random intervals).
While these models are simple cases that are analytically solvable; the result in equation (B.3) is ex-
tendible to arbitrarily complicated models. Any specific microscopic picture (such as a spin-density wave un-
dergoing thermally-activated phase reorientations) will motivate a specific functional form for P (ω0, 0|ω, Tev)
and thus φ, and can be fit to (B.3) analytically or numerically.
B.7.1 Brownian motion
The general problem of Brownian motion will not be something we can solve analytically. In order to preserve
detailed balance, our model’s stochastic process must be chosen so that the Fokker-Planck equation has p(ω)
a steady-state solution; that is,
lim
t→∞P (ω, t|ω0, 0) = p(ω).
We can ensure this by using processes that are solutions to the heat equation in a static potential U(ω):
∂tP (ω, t) = D∂
2
ωP (ω, t) + U(ω)P (ω, t), (B.4)
where the form of U(ω) determines the equilibrium lineshape p(ω). Note that (B.4) is just a factor of i
away from the Schro¨dinger equation; we cannot expect to find a convenient general solution. In most cases,
formal solutions for P (ω, t|ω0, 0) rely on path integration techniques.
Slow diffusion
If the smallest feature in the spectrum has a linewidth ωmin, and the spectral diffusion is slow enough that
2DT1  ω2min, then the stochastic process is ergodic only on timescales far longer than we can measure in
this experiment. This absolves us of finding a model that preserves the principle of detailed balance. Setting
U(ω) = 0 in (B.4) gives us the normal 1D diffusion kernel
P (ω, t|ω0, 0) = 1√
4piDt
e−(ω−ω0)
2/4Dt,
Where D is the spectral diffusion constant. Since the equilibrium state is uniform, P (ω, t|ω0, 0) =
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P (ω0, 0|ω, t). We can write the characteristic function, then:
φω,t(tp) = e
−iωtpe−t
2
pDt (B.5)
It is worth noting that the t2p dependence of the magnitude’s decay rate is intuitive. For a spectrum
modulated by sin(ωtp), a spin at the sine wave’s peak can “cancel” the signal from a spin at the trough by
moving a frequency δω = pi/tp. Since this is a simple one-dimensional diffusion problem, we should expect
the root mean square displacement to scale as δωrms = pi/tp =
√
2D′t, giving a timescale proportional to
t−2p . This dependence was noted for self-diffusion in liquids (Figure B.5) by Hahn in 1950 [22].
For the M∆Yz experiment, we expect to see:
M∆Yz (ω, tp, Tev) = e
−Tev/T1e−t
2
pDTevMeq(ω) sin(ωtp).
Figure B.5: Self-diffusion of water in a field gradient, measured by stimulated echo for different tp values.
The symbols show the measured height of one peak in the modulated spectrum MYz as a function of Tev.
Solid lines are the “slow diffusion” prediction (equation B.5) with no fitting parameters; the self-diffusion
constant of water reported in reference [23] was used.
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Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process
One solvable case of equation (B.4) is the venerable Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, describing diffusion in
a harmonic well. This process has a Gaussian lineshape as the steady-state solution. The conditional
probability distribution for this process is
P (ω, t|ω0, 0) =
√
a
2pi(1− x2)e
−a(ω−ω0x)2/2(1−x2), (B.6)
where x ≡ e−taD. For a particle diffusing in potential U = 12fw2, a would represent f/kBT . Since the
situation we are describing is most likely static spins in a fluctuating field, however, this might not represent
a literal potential, so we are better off just sticking with a instead of introducing a variable (and implied
temperature dependance) that may be unphysical. D is the only dynamical parameter here; a can be found
from the long-time limit (e.g. the equilibrium lineshape) of B.6:
lim
t→∞P (ω, t|ω0, 0) =
√
a
2pi
e−aω
2/2 = p(ω).
To calculate our characteristic function, we need to first invert the conditional probability distribution,
P (ω0, 0|ω, t) =
√
a
2pi(1− x2)e
−a(ω−ω0x)2/2(1−x2)e−
a
2 (ω
2
0−ω2),
and then compute the Fourier transform. This is most easily done by simplifying the above equation to
a Gaussian by completing the square. The characteristic function is:
φω,t(tp) = e
−iωtpxe−t
2
p(1−x2)/2a. (B.7)
If we perform the M∆Yz experiment this should give:
M∆Yz (ω, tp, Tev) = e
−Tev/T1e−t
2
p(1−e−2TevaD)/2aMeq(ω) sin
(
ωtpe
−TevaD) .
B.7.2 Poisson process
For our diffusion processes, we have the constraint that every time the local field changes, it changes by a
small amount. Now let us look at the opposite case- every time the field changes, it “hops” to a random value
with probability density p(ω). This type of process should describe something like domain reorientations
better than a diffusive model.
For a homogeneous Poisson process of intensity λ, the probability of k hops in time τ is given by
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P (N(t+ τ)−N(t) = k) = e
−λτ (λτ)k
k!
.
To calculate our conditional probability density, we really only need two probabilities:
1. The probability that no hops have occured in time t: e−λt
2. The probability that one or more hops have occured in time t: 1− e−λt
Since the system has no memory of what happened before the last hop, it will not matter to us whether
there has been one hop or fifty hops, so long as it was more than zero. The conditional probability distribu-
tion, then, is:
P (ω, t|ω0, 0) = δ(ω − ω0)e−λt +
(
1− e−λt) p(ω).
Again, we invert this with Bayes’ theorem:
P (ω0, 0|ω, t) = δ(ω − ω0)e−λt p(ω)
p(ω0)
+
(
1− e−λt) p(ω0).
Our characteristic function is straightforward to derive from there:
φω,t(tp) = e
−iωtpe−λt +
(
1− e−λt) p˜(tp), (B.8)
where
p˜(t) ≡
∫
dω0e
−iω0t.
If the local oscillator frequency in the NMR experiment is chosen such that the equilibrium spectrum is
symmetric about ω = 0, then p˜(t) will be real. As long as this is true, then for the M∆Yz experiment,
M∆Yz (ω, tp, Tev) = e
−Tev/T1e−λTevMeq(ω) sin(ωtp).
Notice that this result is extremely different from the diffusion case. Even though φ will depend on tp,
the decay rate in Tev will not.
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B.7.3 Notes on differentiating between models
From the three models derived in this section, we can learn some qualitative lessons that could be useful when
interpreting data, even if the models are not perfect fits. For the M∆Yz experiment, consider a two-parameter
fit of the modulated spectra:
M∆Yz (ω, tp, Tev) = A sin(ωτ),
with fitting parameters A and τ . For the three models derived above:
process τ eTev/T1A
slow diffusion tp e
−t2pDTev
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck tpe
−TevaD e−t
2
p(1−e−2TevaD)/2a
Poisson tp e
−λTev
• In general, can tell the difference between a stochastic field that changes in small steps from one that
changes in large steps; the former will have a strong tp dependence.
• Fast diffusion (in this case, the OUP) can change the modulation frequency- even before fitting the
data, we can identify this by looking at it in the time domain; the echo position will gradually shift to
earlier times with increasing Tev.
B.8 Combining microscopic models
Understanding data from a system with multiple relaxation processes can involve some mathematical gym-
nastics. For example, to understand the effect of superconducting flux vortices in the superconductor
YBa2Cu3O7 on spin-echo relaxation, Reccia et al had to model and subtract out the effects of
63Cu and 65Cu
dipole couplings, indirect electron-mediated dipole couplings, and Redfield relaxation [56]. In this section,
we derive a general method for finding the conditional characteristic function φ for a system in which the
spins are acted upon by two processes, with functions φ1 and φ2. In section B.8.1, we investigate a specific
case.
Consider two independent processes acting on a homogeneous system, with frequency distributions p1(ω1)
and p2(ω2). We now have to consider all the possible combinations of two stochastic variables; we can think
of p2(ω2) as being a distribution of subensembles, each with a frequency offset: p1(ω1 − ω2). The total
distribution, then, is (Figure B.6):
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pT (ω) =
∫
dω2p2(ω2)p1(ω − ω2).
Figure B.6: The offset ω2.
In order to model our stimulated echo data, we need to find the total conditional probability density
PT (ω0, 0|ω, t); the probability for a spin that ends up at ω at time t to have started at ω0 at time 0. This
probability will be proportional to a few factors:
• the probability density that a spin at ω is from a subensemble with offset ω2; prob(ω2|ω) = p1(ω −
ω2)p2(ω2)/pT (ω)
4
• the probability density for a subensemble ending up at ω2 to have started at ω′2; P2(ω
′
2, 0|ω2, t)
• the probability density for a spin at frequency ω−ω2 within its subensemble to have started at ω0−ω′2;
P1(ω0 − ω′2, 0|ω − ω2, t)
To assemble these to find PT (ω0, 0|ω, t), we have to consider all possible combinations of the initial and
final ensemble offset frequencies ω2 and ω
′
2:
PT (ω0, 0|ω, t) = 1
pT (ω)
∫
dω2dω
′
2p1(ω − ω2)p2(ω2)P2(ω
′
2, 0|ω2, t)P1(ω0 − ω
′
2, 0|ω − ω2, t).
Now that we have the conditional probability density, we we can calculate the characteristic function φ:
φω,t(tp) =
1
pT (ω)
∫
dω0
∫
dω2dω
′
2e
−iω0tpp1(ω − ω2)p2(ω2)P2(ω′2, 0|ω2, t)P1(ω0 − ω
′
2, 0|ω − ω2, t)
4This is easy to show by starting with p1(ω|ω2) and using Bayes’ theorem.
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=
1
pT (w)
∫
dω2p1(ω − ω2)p2(ω2)
∫
dω0e
−iω0tp
[∫
dω
′
2P2(ω
′
2, 0|ω2, t)P1(ω0 − w′2, 0|ω − ω2, t)
]
.
Using the Fourier transform convolution theorem,
φω,t(tp) =
1
pT (ω)
∫
dω2p1(ω − ω2)p2(ω2)φ2,ω2,t(tp)φ1,ω−ω2,t(tp), (B.9)
where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the characteristic functions of stochastic processes 1 and 2. Note
that this is slightly different from the standard result for a characteristic function of independent variables;
the difference is because we are looking at characteristic functions for conditional probabilities.
B.8.1 Homogeneous system with a Poisson and Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Process
A natural case to investigate is one in which the sample’s nuclei evolve under the influence of a stochastic
process that we are interested in (e.g. a correlated electron effect or lattice dynamics) as well as spectral spin
diffusion. In this section, we derive an expression using equation B.9 for such a case, in which the stochastic
process of interest is hopping (with intervals given by a homogeneous Poisson process) to random locations
on a Gaussian line. Spectral spin diffusion is treated as an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process; since the process
must fit a diffusion equation and have a Gaussian lineshape, this should be a good approximation.
Calling the spin diffusion process 1 and the hopping process 2, we have
φ1,ω,t(tp) = e
−iωtpxe−t
2
p(1−x2)/2a
φ2,ω,t(tp) = e
−iωtpe−λt +
(
1− e−λt) ∫ dω0e−iω0tpp(ω0)
= e−iωtpe−λt +
(
1− e−λt) p˜2(tp)
where p˜2(tp) is the Fourier transform of p2(ω0) evaluated at tp. Plugging that into equation B.9,
φω,t(tp) =
1
pT (ω)
∫
dω2p1(ω − ω2)p2(ω2)φ2,ω2,t(tp)φ1,ω−ω2,t(tp),
=
1
pT (ω)
∫
dω2p1(ω − ω2)p2(ω2)
(
e−iω2tpe−λt +
(
1− e−λt) p˜2(tp))
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×e−i(ω−ω2)tpxe−t2p(1−x2)/2a
=
1
pT (ω)
e−t
2
p(1−x2)/2ae−iωtpx
[
e−λt
∫
dω2p1(ω − ω2)p2(ω2)e−iω2tp(1−x)
+
(
1− e−λt) p˜2(tp)∫ dω2p1(ω − ω2)p2(ω2)eiω2tpx] .
To proceed further, we need to include the functional forms of p1 and p2:
pn(w) =
1√
2piσ2n
e−ω
2/2σ2n ,
where σ21 is the dipole variance 1/a and σ
2
T = σ
2
1 +σ
2
2 . To evaluate either of the above integrals, we need
to simplify p1(ω − ω2)p2(ω2). Completing the square with α = 1/2σ22 and β = 1/2σ22 ,
p1(ω − ω2)p2(ω2) = 1
2piσ1σ2
e−ω
2/2σ2T e−(α+β)(ω2−wσ
2
2/σ
2
T )
2
.
Both integrals above have a similar form:
∫
dω2p1(ω − ω2)p2(ω2)e−iω2t
=
1
2piσ1σ2
e−ω
2/2σ2T
∫
dω2e
−(α+β)(ω2−ωσ22/σ2T )2e−iω2t.
Changing variables using W = ω2 − ωσ21/σ2T ,
=
1
2piσ1σ2
e−ω
2/2σ2T e−iωtσ
2
2/σ
2
1
∫
dWe−(α+β)W
2
e−iWt
= pT (ω)e
−iωtσ22/σ2T e−t
2σ21σ
2
2/2σ
2
T .
We can plug these into the above integrals using t = tp(1− x) for the first and t = −tpx for the second:
φω,t(tp) =
1
pT (ω)
e−t
2
p(1−x2)/2ae−iωtpx
[
e−λtpT (ω)e−iωtp(1−x)σ
2
2/σ
2
T e−t
2
p(1−x)2σ21σ22/2σ2T
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+e−iωctp
(
1− e−λt) e−σ22t2p/2pT (ω)eiωtpxσ22/σ2T tpxe−t2px2σ21σ22/2σ2T ]
where ωc is the position of the center of the spectrum (from the p˜2 term),
= e−λte
−iωtp
(
x+
σ22
σ2
T
(1−x)
)
e
− t
2
pσ
2
1
2
[
1−x2+(1−x)2 σ
2
2
σ2
T
]
+e−iωctp
(
1− e−λt) e−iωtpx(1− σ22σ2T )e−t2pσ22/2e−t2pσ212 [1−x2+x2 σ22σ2T ],
φω,t(tp) = e
−λte
−iωtp
σ2
T
(σ22+σ
2
1x)
e
− t
2
pσ
2
1
2σ2
T
[2σ2T−σ21(1+x2)]
+
(
1− e−λt) e−i(ωx σ21σ2T +ωc)tpe− t2pσ222 e− t2pσ212 [1−x2 σ21σ2T ]. (B.10)
While this result is depressingly inelegant, it seems to satisfy all the relevant limits. φ(0) = 1, as is the
case for all characteristic functions. If we “turn off” the Poisson process by setting σ2 = 0, σ1 = σT , and
λ = 0, we recover the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck case derived earlier; if we turn off the spin diffusion by setting
σ1 = 0, σ2 = σT , and x = 1, we recover the Gaussian Poisson case. Since σT can be measured from the
equilibrium spectrum, and σ1 can be inferred from the Van Vleck second moment (see Slichter’s Principles
of Magnetic Resonance, Third Edition, chapter 3), this equation has only two fitting parameters (D and λ),
only one of which should be temperature-dependent. Figure B.7 shows this equation applied to stimulated
echo data from above the Nee´l transition in the antiferromagnet κ-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl, in which both spin
diffusion and another (so far unidentified!) process has been observed.
B.9 Handling RF inhomogeneity
There are two situations we could run into in which the RF field will vary across the sample: imperfect coil
configurations (such as a sample that extends beyond the solenoid) and RF screening (e.g. skin depth or
penetration depth). While the former can be addressed by modifying the NMR probe, the latter is more
likely to be an unavoidable problem. Moreover, it adds the additional complication that the screening may
be accompanied by a phase shift.
The effect of RF inhomogeneity on stimulated echo data is suprisingly manageable in the slow-motion
(τc  tp, T ∗2 ) case, so long as the fluctuations in our system are homogeneous (so that we may integrate
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Figure B.7: Squares: 13C stimulated echo amplitude decay in κ-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl at 60 K (data collected
by Tak-Kei Lui). This shape is seen in the recovery over a wide range of temperatures, with the first
recovery time rougly temperature-independent. Solid line: fit to imaginary component of equation B.10,
with D=0.25 ms−3 and λ =143 ms.
separately over fluctuations and nutation frequencies). Our strategy will look like this:
1. Using a simple Bloch equation-style treatment, find the modulation of a spin at the end of the stim-
ulated echo sequence without perfect 90-degree pulses. We will do this for a spin at initial frequency
ω0 and nutation frequency ωn.
2. Plug this modulation into the derivation for the stimulated echo spectrum in terms of φ (equation B.3).
3. Integrate out ωn either by (a) using prior knowledge of the field distribution inside the sample, or (b)
adding an additional complex fit parameter.
B.9.1 Modulation of a single spin
The obvious consequence of RF inhomogeneity is that, for a given spin in our sample, the nutation frequency
ωn may not satisfy ωnt90 = pi/2. Less obvious is the effect of a phase shift- the axes of the local rotating
frame will be rotated around the z-axis by the shift angle.
For the preparation sequence (the first two pulses), we can find the modulation of a spin in the local
rotating frame. The polarization we are interested in is stored in the z direction, which is the same in all
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rotating frames; the leftover transverse coherences will still be cancelled by phase cycling (since the phase-
shiftedX ′ and X¯ ′ pulses are still opposite each other). Consider a spin starting at frequency ω0 and precessing
about the RF field with nutation frequency ωn. Let c ≡ cos(ωnt90), s ≡ sin(ωnt90), c′ ≡ cos(ω0tp)and
s′ ≡ sin(ω0tp). Before the first pulse,
ρ(0−) = Iz.
After the initial X ′ pulse:
ρ(0+) = cIz + sIy′ .
Letting the spin precess for tp,
ρ(t−p ) = cIz + sc
′Iy′ + ss′Ix′ .
Next, rotating about the y axis,
ρ(t+p ) = c
2Iz − csIx′ + sc′Iy′ + scs′Ix′ + s2s′Iz
The effect of phase cycling will be to cancel any transverse coherences at this point- so our effective
density matrix is
ρ′(t+p ) =
[
c2 + s2s′
]
Iz
Using c2 + s2s
′
= 1 + s2(s′ − 1), spin-lattice relaxation will yield this change after the evolution time:
ρ′(T−ev) =
[
1− s2(1− s′)e−Tev/T1
]
Iz
The signal measured by the monitoring pulse will not be quite so convenient. The signal from a particular
spin is affected by RF attenutation twice (the spin’s nutation frequency is modified and the field generated
by its precession is attenuated) and by the phase shift twice (the monitoring pulse is phase shifted, as is
the field generated by the precessing spin). The signal measured by that spin, then, will be scaled by the
inhomogeneity of the pulse, as well as a complex screening factor z(ωn):
ρ′(T+ev) = z(ωn)s
[
1− s2(1− s′)e−Tev/T1
]
Iy = m(ω0, ωn)Iy
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We will use the modulation function m(ω0, ωn) in the next step of the calculation.
B.9.2 Effect on stimulated echo data
We follow our earlier derivation for stimulated echo spectrum data by replacing sin(ω0tp) with a more general
modulation function m(ω0, ωn) in equation B.1:
MYz (ω, tp, Tev) = M0
∫
dωnpn(ωn)z(ωn)
∫
dω0m(ω0, ωn)P (ω, Tev|ω0, 0)p(ω0)
= M0p(ω)
∫
dωnpn(ωn)z(ωn)
∫
dω0m(ω0, ωn)P (ω0, 0|ω, Tev),
where we are integrating over the distribution of nutation frequencies pn(ωn). Notice that (unlike in the
earlier derivation) we do not replace M0p(ω) with Meq(ω)- since we are not rotating all the spins equally,
the actual measured equilibrium spectrum will be:
Meq(ω) = M0p(ω)
∫
dωnpn(ωn)z(ωn) sin(ωnt90).
With this in mind, and we can calculate the measured spectrum MYz (ω) by incorporating the modulation
calculated in the previous section and integrating over nutation frequencies:
MYz (ω, tp, Tev) = M0p(ω)
∫
dω0P (ω0, 0|ω, Tev)
∫
dωnpn(ωn)z(ωn)s
(
1− s2(1− s′)e−Tev/T1
)
= Meq(ω)− e−Tev/T1
[
M0p(ω)
∫
dωnpn(ωn)z(ωn)s
2
] [∫
dω0P (ω0, 0|ω, Tev)(1− sin(ω0tp))
]
Now substitute in:
C ≡
∫
dωnpn(ωn)z(ωn) sin
2(ωnt90)∫
dωnpn(ωn)z(ωn) sin(ωnt90)
If the form of the field distribution p(ωn) is known, then we could calculate C using the nutation curve.
Otherwise, we can use C as an additional fit parameter- since it depends on neither tp nor Tev, it is only
one parameter for the entire surface/volume of data. Inserting C,
MYz (ω, tp, Tev) = Meq(ω)
[
1− Ce−Tev/T1 + Ce−Tev/T1Im[φ]
]
,
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or, if we alternate the phase of the second pulse,
M∆Yz (ω, tp, Tev) = CMeq(ω)e
−Tev/T1Im
[
φω,tω0 (tp)
]
.
B.10 Characterizing fluctuations outside the slow-motion limit
The evolution of our spin system during Tev is simple mainly because the polarization is all stored along the
z axis. Since the spins are not precessing about a field, we can discuss the probability for a spin to start
in one part of the spectrum and end in another, without concerning ourselves with the details of how it
travelled from the former to the latter.
The situation gets significantly more complicated, however, if there is motion occuring on the timescale
of tp. The polarization is in the xy plane between the preparation pulses, so each spin is accruing a phase- if
its frequency is changing, then its effect on the modulated spectrum will be history-dependent. Worse yet,
since the frequency can be changing during the FID, the unmodulated spectrum Meq(ω) will be motionally
narrowed, and thus no longer proportional to the static prior distribution p(ω).
The telltale experimental symptom of fast motion, then, will be that the Tev = 0 data will be attenuated
below or distorted away from Meq(ω) sin(ωtp).
5 The complex time-domain stimulated echo for Tev = 0 is
given by
F (t) =
∫
dW sin
(∫ tp
0
dt′W (t′)
)
e
−i ∫ t
tp
dt′′W (t′′)
P (W ), (B.11)
where dW integrates over all possible trajectories of ω(t). While there are rare cases in which this
functional integral is analytically solvable, it is extremely straightforward to simulate numerically.
The rest of this section is a specific case study in which numerical simulations of three different stochastic
models are compared to experimental data. The experimental data will be Tev = 0 stimulated echo spectra
taken at different values of tp; that is, M
∆Y
z (ω, tp, 0). We will see that even after optimizing fitting
parameters, equation B.11 predicts different shapes of this surface for different stochastic
models. Even in this limit, we can use stimulated echoes to characterize fluctuations in NMR.
5Note that this could also be caused by RF inhomogeneity, which should be ruled out separately using nutation experiments.
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B.10.1 Case study: 13C stimulated echoes in the organic superconductor
κ-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Br at 130 K
The terminal ethylene groups in the BEDT-TTF molecules in κ-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Br can adopt one of
two conformations- “eclipsed” or “staggered”. Near room temperature, the ethylene group conformational
correlation time is fast enough (≈ 10−8 s) to enhance the 1H T1 at 4 T [15]. At TG ≈78 K, the ethylene group
are believed to go through a glass transition; the cooling rate through TG has been shown to affect a range
of properties of the superconducting state far below (Tc = 11.7 K), from the electronic specific heat [73] to
the infrared reflectance [85] to the magnetic susceptibility [75,85]. X-ray diffraction, however, suggests that
the ethylene groups continue freezing out below TG and may not be the mechanism for quenching-induced
disorder seen in other studies [82].
The motion of the ethylene groups between 78 K and room temperature could provide valuable informa-
tion about their role in a glass transition. Tak-Kei Lui collected stimulated echo spectra for several values of
tp at 130 K; his modulated spectra are reduced in amplitude, as well as distorted away from, Meq(ω) sin(ωtp).
Nutation curves show no sign of RF inhomogeneity in this region, so we interpret this as evidence of motion
correlated on timescales faster than tp. Three different stochastic models were implemented as Markov-chain
Monte Carlo simulations to try to fit this data. The prior field distribution was taken to be a Gaussian;
parameters were pulled from the 8 K spectrum (at which point the mechanism for 130 K motion is presumed
to be frozen out).
Simulations were written in C++ and compiled into MATLAB Exchange libraries so that they could
be called from MATLAB scripts. Uniformly distributed pseudorandom numbers were generated with the
Mersenne-Twister algorithm. The Box-Mu¨ller transform was used for normally-distributed numbers; other
distributions were generated by inverting cumulative distribution functions. Dynamical parameters were fit
by optimizing χ2 using grid search rather than gradient descent, to ensure that the optimization is global
and not local. For all models, a plot of the error surface as a function of the dynamical parameter(s) showed
only one minimum. The effect of T1 is ignored, as tp, T
∗
2  T1 for this system.
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process
To simulate a field undergoing fast Brownian motion with a Gaussian prior distribution, the Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process was used. At each timestep, equation B.6 was used to find the frequency at the next
timestep. The timestep sizes were varied over an order of magnitude to ensure that no artifacts were
introduced by discretization.
Results are shown in Figure B.8, right, for the spectral diffusion constant D = 15 kHz3, which minimized
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Figure B.8: Numerical simulation of spins evolving under a stochastic field described by an Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process. Left: sample trajectories (precession frequency vs. time). Right: Simulated echo
spectra (dashed lines) compared with measured echoes (solid lines).
χ2. Two qualitative effects are seen in the exerimental data (solid lines): an attenuation (the amplitude
of the modulation decreases with increasing tp) and a distortion (the entire spectrum is pushed up above
the x-axis; this is most evident in the longest tp spectra). The simulated spectra (dashed lines) show an
attenuation but no distortion.
Poisson process
To simulate the effect of a field “hopping” to new values at random intervals, a homogeneous Poisson process
with a Gaussian prior distribution was used. Hopping delays were generated from an exponential distribution
and the exact phase was calculated at each timestep, so that the algorithm is immune to discretization
artifacts.
Hopping results are shown in Figure B.9, right. χ2 was minimized for τc = λ
−1 =50 µs. This process
(qualitatively) reproduces the distortion seen in the experimental data; the modulation is lost in place of
a “motionally-narrowed” peak as the system’s memory becomes shorter than tp. The experimental data
retains some of its modulation, however (this is especially noticeable at tp = 700 µs). This suggests that
some of the spins are seeing a field correlated significantly longer than 50 µs; a hopping process with a single
timescale may be insufficient to describe the data.
Fractal-time Poisson process
The result of the previous section motivated us to look at hopping processes that contain a range of timescales
instead of just one. If the ethylene groups do undergo a glass transition at 78 K, then we would expect this
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Figure B.9: Numerical simulation of spins evolving under a stochastic field described by a Poisson “hopping”
process. Left: sample trajectories (precession frequency vs. time). Right: Simulated echo spectra (dashed
lines) compared with measured echoes (solid lines).
property to become a necessity for describing the behavior near the transition.
We simulated spins hopping to random positions in a Gaussian line, with hopping intervals determined
by the “mechanism generating fractal time” in reference [66]. Like the simpler Poisson simulation, this model
traces out the field trajectory in continuous time before discretizing it. This is especially important here,
given the large range of timescales in the simulation. The process is motivated by the idea of a distribution
of energy barriers:
f(∆) = qe−q(∆−∆0),
for ∆ > ∆0. Each barrier has an associated Poisson hopping intensity λ,
λ(∆) = ve−∆/kT .
The resulting distribution of waiting times is not something we can express analytically (except in
certain limits), and the obvious numerical approximations would create some discretization issues. We will
circumnavigate this problem by separating the problem into two distributions. First, we find the probability
of a given Poisson intensity,
p(λ) =
β
λ
(
λ
λ0
)β
where β = qkT and λ0 = ve
−∆0/kT . As ∆0 defines the smallest energy barrier, λ0 is the upper cut-off
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fluctuation frequency. Integrating to find the cumulative distribution function,
P (λ) =
(
λ
λ0
)β
.
We can invert this to generate a λ with probability distribution p(λ), using a pseudorandom number P
uniformly distributed on [0, 1]:
λ = λ0P
1/β
For each “hop” in the simulation, then, there are two steps:
1. find a random value of the intensity, λ
2. find the next hop time using that intensity
This implementation was specifically chosen to apply to ethylene group conformational fluctuations in
κ-Br. We know that we cannot treat the ET ethylene groups as an ensemble of independent 2-level systems
(with “eclipsed” and “staggered” as the two levels), because then we would not see a glass transition. The
glassy behavior suggests, instead, that the molecules are strongly coupled to their neighbors, so the energy
surface is a complicated function of each ET ethylene group along with its neighbors. Whenever a cluster of
ethylene groups undergoes a thermally-activated hop, then, it is moved to a new place on the energy surface
with a new energy barrier (and, consequently, a new characteristic timescale before hopping again).
Unlike the previous simulations, which each have one dynamical fitting parameter, this simulation has
two: the cutoff intensity λ0 and the shape factor β. β is worth looking at for a moment: for β = 1, the
probability distribution of Poisson intensities is uniformly distributed on the interval [0, λ0]. As β →∞, the
distribution of intensities approaches a delta function centered at λ0, and as β → 0 it generates 1/f noise.
So this shape factor can continuously tune our model between a system described by a single timescale, and
a system that is self-similar on a large range of timescales.
The best fit of the fractal-time Poisson model to κ-Br data is shown in Figure B.10, right. χ2 was
minimized for λ−10 =11 µs and β = 1. The fit is not perfect, but it reproduces all of the qualitative effects
seen empirically.
While this type of analysis (fitting a 2D surface of data using one or two parameters) certainly places
stricter requirements on our model than conventional spinlocking or spin-echo decay experiments would, it
still does not preclude the possibility of choosing the wrong theory. The real test of this model would be to
repeat the experiment at temperatures above and below 130 K, to see if τc and β change in physical ways.
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Figure B.10: Numerical simulation of spins evolving under a stochastic field described by a “fractal-time”
process, as described by Shlesinger in [66]. Left: sample trajectories (precession frequency vs. time). Right:
Simulated echo spectra (dashed lines) compared with measured echoes (solid lines).
Unfortunately for this particular experiment, the 13C-enriched κ-Br sample met an untimely death before
these results could be reproduced and expanded on.
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